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Chapter 261: 7.59 Second Violet Star - The Alliance I 

Under the instigation of Sovereign God Avel, the demons and fallen started attacking the mortal planes. 

Countless demons and monsters came out of the abyss. With the effect of the great earthquake from 

before many countries had yet to regain their original strength. Because of this lots of villages and towns 

had turned to ruins when the demons attacked. 

A year had passed and half of the human territory had fallen under the control of the demons. Before 

the demons had completely overwhelmed the humanoid races, the crown prince of Kingdom Hart had 

entered the battlefield at a young age. Standing by his side is his imperial crown princess, Angela Evans. 

Under the undeniable strength of Viktor Hart, he leads the war while at the same time buffing his allies 

with a holy circle which increases his people's strength, speed, and defense. His brilliant dual commands 

and support during the war had made his people call him the god of war. 

With the effort of all races from the light faction, they were able to block the impending attacks of the 

demon race. At the same time, Angela Evans on the battlefield had prevented all demonic miasma from 

affecting their faction which led to better warfare and support for the crown prince. She heals anyone 

within the battlefield and thanks to her the casualties on their side were greatly lessened. 

Lady Evans was like the goddess at the rear. Every injured person who comes to her would be healed 

normally. She was even able to regenerate cut or broken limbs. As long as there is a hint of life of the 

person, she would be able to bring her back to life. 

This is the first win the light faction had taken against the demons. Now the situation of the war 

between the two factions was in deadlock. 

--- 

At the Abyss. 

The demon king was seated at his throne with his eyes closed. After sending their men to conquer the 

human plane, he had been waiting for reports from his subordinates. After the said betrayal of their 

former father, Lord Adrienne, the demon and fallen races had sworn their loyalty to the current 

sovereign of the divine plane. 

With the blessing, they've received from Sovereign Avel the effect of the holy attribute which used to be 

their weakness had lessened greatly. It was thanks to this that they were able to overwhelm the human 

races for the past months. This is until their defeat against that mortal prince and his princess. Despite 

the blessing from the sovereign, the strength of these two beings was beyond what they had expected. 

Especially the human princess, her light spells were at expert class and could even hurt him, the king of 

all demons. 

The demon king asked, "Just who is that human princess? Her light attribute spells are still deadly to our 

races despite the blessing from the sovereign." 

Another demon kneeled before him and reported everything about Angela Evans. 



"That human girl is a summoned being from another world. According to the information, our spy had 

gathered. It was said that there are three otherworlders invited to our world by the former God of Light, 

Lord Lucien. The human princess, Angela Evans is one of them." 

"One of them? Which means there are other two? Who are they?" asked the demon king. 

"Answering to the king, one of them is an ordinary human named Bela Laurel. We don't know the extent 

of her capabilities but it was said that her status is above what the residents of this world normally 

possess. He works for the third prince of the small kingdom hart and signed a magic contract with him. 

Because of this, her freedom was greatly restricted and the third prince had treated her quite badly due 

to the difference between her and the human princess." 

The demon king spoke, "And the last one?" 

"T-This... I'm sure my king knew about the last one. He is a human and his name is Eirwen Night." 

As expected the moment the name Eirwen Night was mentioned the expression of the king and all 

authorities within the room had turned gloomy. After all, the name Eirwen Night is taboo within Abyss. 

This is the name of that bitch who caused their former ruler, Lord Adrienne to abandon them for love. It 

was all because of this stupid human that they've lost the blessing of the Dark God and the support of 

the Fallen God. 

Thankfully, the new sovereign had taken them under his wings and gave them his blessing and love. If 

not because of that human named Eirwen Night this war wouldn't have happened. 

"Eirwen Night!? That bastard... He really shouldn't have existed." exclaimed the Demon King. 

"My king, please calm down. Maybe if we sent someone to the humans and asked to give away Eirwen 

Night in exchange for the end of the war then things would get easier." 

"But would the humans be willing to give him away? I heard he is quite popular with humans. Let's just 

focus on kidnapping the human princess or that otherworlder." 

The demon king and the elders were all listening to the advice of each other on how to win this war. 

They debated and talked about this topic for a long time until they finally made a decision. 

The first is to inquire about a meeting with the human princess and kidnap her if possible. Getting that 

human princess would definitely halve the strength of the light faction. After all, that little girl had the 

capabilities of becoming a saintess. 

The second plan is that, if the plan for kidnapping the human princess fails, it is better to get that 

otherworlder on their side. It is better if they could convince her to convert into becoming a fallen or a 

demon. 

And lastly, assassinate Eirwen Night at all cost. 

Because of this, they had sent a messenger to the light faction. With the war currently at a deadlock, the 

situation between the two realms was a bit tense yet calm at the same time. Both were waiting for one 

to lift a finger and begin the second war between demons and humans. 

--- 



Ever since Viktor Hart and Angela Evans took the lead in the last war and won, the small kingdom of Hart 

had become popular. They've solidified their position in the allied organization of the kingdoms and 

empires. 

They are now gathering at the Cloud Empire which is the strongest among all the alliance members of 

the organization. As expected the one in lead is the regent, Li Raine and beside him is the hero of their 

empire, Li Luciel. They had gathered here because of the arrival the demon side had sent. They had 

unexpectedly sent a messenger from the demon king himself. 

The one who began the meeting was the Regent, Raine of Cloud Empire. 

"Let the meeting start. The topic should already be known to everyone here in the room," said Raine. 

The King of the Elven race spoke, "A messenger from the demon race bearing a letter from the Demon 

King himself, was it?" 

The short-tempered beastman king bangs his hand on the stone table, "There is no need to listen to the 

words of those fiends. They should be all killed. Those beasts who kill without consequences!" 

"I agree with the beast king for this one. In the first place, they were the ones who attacked first; there is 

no need to entertain them at all!" says the dwarf king. 

In the aquatic race, the Mermaid King had spoken his side as well, "I do believe that peace would be 

better. It is not like we had enough people nor strength to completely eliminate both the demon and 

fallen races as it is. Let us at least read the letter." 

The beast king was angered, "Do you think that the words of the demons are credible!" 

"We don't need to believe everything. But we need to read the contents of the message at least. What if 

they wanted to sign a peace treaty?" said the elven king beside him, the mermaid king is nodding his 

head. 

The beast king and the dwarf king both stood up in anger and said, "NO WAY IN HELL!!!" 

The alliance was equally divided between those who wanted war and those who wanted peace. They 

were verbally shouting at each other and were about to begin another level of conflict when the 

representative of the human side had released a dangerous aura that made everyone in the room flinch. 

Regent Raine spoke with a cold voice, "Have you guys had enough!?" 

Silence~ 

Even the short-tempered and hot-tempered races had to shut up in the presence of Raine and Luciel. No 

matter what the other says these two are still the strongest living warriors in Aerd. They were the ones 

who had chosen Viktor and Angela to be sent in the last war while they stayed at the rear intending only 

to get out if the demon king had shown himself. Viktor Hart is Li Raine and Li Luciel's disciple. They had 

trained the young man ever since he entered the academia. 

The academia is founded within the Cloud Empire to train future warriors and mages. This was created 

under the order of the Li royal family and headed by Li Raine and Li Luciel. It is not surprising to hear 

that they had taught Viktor Hart this new hero of the current generation. 



Luciel spoke, "You guys should stop fighting. My brother and I had already read its content. Lots of it is 

nonsense and something crazier is written within it as well." He pulled out the parchment that the 

demon king had sent to the light faction. 

There isn't even a greeting written on it and the contents were more on the side of demand and the 

boundary of peace. 

The contents are: 

[This war had started because the God of Darkness had pulled back his blessing to our race. Abandoned 

by our Lord we had no other choice but to choose another God to serve. Thankfully, the current and 

only sovereign of the Divine plane, Lord Avel had bestowed his pity on us and given his blessing to our 

race. 

Now that the other Gods have perished or are missing, the only god in the divine plane is only Sovereign 

Avel. The former gods of fire, water, and earth are gone forever. Only the former God of Wind, Lord Avel 

was chosen to replace the former sovereigns and now reign as the only true god. 

Sovereign Avel wanted to punish the mortal plane for sheltering the cause of all these catastrophes. The 

war would stop as long as you surrender the person called Eirwen Night. Give us this person and we, the 

demon and fallen races, are willing to sign a peace treaty with the light faction.] 

The ones who reacted greatly after reading the letter are the people from the Kingdom of Hart. 

Crown Princess, Angela Evans, was shocked, "T-They wanted Eirwen-ge!? No way!" she exclaims. 

The Crown Prince, Viktor Hart, asked, "Your highness Raine, is this the real letter?" 

"Yes, it is," answered Raine, the regent of the empire. 

The Regent of the Cloud Empire and the Crown Prince of Kingdom Hart stared at the eyes of each other. 

They were both seriously trying to look through what the other person was thinking. 

Viktor asked, "And what does the regent plan to do?" 

"Let's ask the other first before the final decision is concluded but you can say things that may influence 

the result accordingly," said Raine.  

The crown prince nodded his head in agreement. 

"Let's begin. My decision is 'No', I do not agree with such rubbish from the Demon King. The Demon King 

had always been one to do things that would incur trouble anywhere. Do not believe his words." said 

the Hero of the Cloud Empire, Li Luciel. 

The next one to speak is the Elven King, "I do not know who this Eirwen Night is. But if his lone sacrifice 

is enough to save our side then... I suggest I give him up!" 

"This Eirwen Night what did he do that the demon king wanted him?" asked the Beastman king. 

The Regent didn't reply right away and remembered that part of the memory that wasn't left by him. It 

was always like this whenever the Gods borrowed his vessel. It was not only him, his brother Li Luciel is 



the same. They were both avatars of the Gods and they knew that they would sometimes descend in 

their land by borrowing their vessel. 

He is the avatar of the God of Darkness while his brother is the vessel for the God of Light. They have 

always known that these two Gods were not really in conflict. In fact, they were even close as brothers. 

There is one part of the memories which happened because they didn't do it. It was when both Gods 

borrowed their bodies at the same time. At that time Li Luciel almost died due to an accident during his 

task as an Adventurer. 

Luciel was brought back to the Adventurer's guild intending to ask the Guild Master for help. In the 

Empire, aside from him and Luciel, it was Kirk, the Guild Master who possessed strength and influence 

second to them. Unfortunately, Kirk was out that time. Just when he thought that Lucien wouldn't 

survive before he arrived in the Guild, it was that man named Eirwen Night who made a move and 

treated his brother. 

By the time he arrived at the guildhall, the regent saw his brother being hit by Eirwen Night and with the 

latter trying to escape. The appearance of that person is absolutely ordinary and he thought that the 

Gods were playing around that time. He surrendered his body to the God of Darkness. When the two 

gods had left, Eirwen Night from his memory became an overly beautiful man. This person Eirwen Night 

possesses a face that could overwhelm even the most beautiful woman in the empire. 

Drawn out silver hair that is almost as white as snow. The kind of face that stopped you in your tracks. 

So divine, making it hard for someone to forget. Those pair of Argent orbs which are clearly the shade of 

coldness yet looking at him, this person's eyes soften staring at him gently and dotingly as if he is the 

only person in the world he had given his heart to. He possessed a cold temperament but when 

interacting with him, the atmosphere around him was obviously welcoming. 

But sadly that kind of Eirwen Night is not just for everyone to see. That person only treated him like that 

because at that time the Regent Raine wasn't him but the God of Darkness. It was never him which that 

person smiled at. It was never him which that person looks so lovingly with. It will never be him. 

Raine and Luciel knew this in their heart. But the memories that were left behind were everlasting. They 

felt that it was really them which that person is passionately in love with. 

When the Fallen God, Araysh, and the Ice spirit king, Neige had come over to meet them asking for a 

piece of land from the main island for their lords, at first they couldn't believe it. Lord Araysh told them 

that the Light God and Dark God had finally descended to be with Eirwen Night. That day their hearts 

were heartbroken. They thought that since Eirwen Night is human like them that the Gods would get too 

attached to him and they would have their turn to make that gorgeous person love them instead. 

But fate played a joke with them when they heard from the Ice Spirit King the real Identity of Eirwen 

Night. 

He was not a human. In the first place, it is closely impossible for a God much less a Sovereign God like 

the Light God and Dark God to fall for a human. Their yearning was destroyed when they heard Neige's 

words. 



"The God of Winter would be living on the island with the God of Light and the God of Darkness. They 

wouldn't directly get involved with the mortal's affairs. But if another god gets involved only then they 

would make theirs as well." said Neige. 

Raine and Luciel didn't hear the rest of the words except for the first four words. 

'Eirwen Night is the God of Winter.' 

Chapter 262: 7.60 Second Violet Star - The Alliance II 

Cloud Empire. 

Alliance Meeting. 

After the parchment sent by the Demon King had reached the mortal lands, all leaders of the races in 

the light faction had gathered in the meeting. Learning that the Demon King demands the person called 

Eirwen Night, everyone had a debate about what they should do about that human the demon race 

wanted. But except for the chosen few, no one else knew about Eirwen Night's identity. Among 

everyone in the alliance, only a few among the human race knew who he was. Unfortunately, telling 

others about the identity of a God is taboo in the mortal plane. 

So when the beast king asked who Eirwen Night was, no one from the human race gave him a straight 

answer. 

Crown Princess Angela Evans, "Eirwen-ge is like me! A summoned person from another world!? You are 

indeed planning to surrender my brother then I, Angela Evans, would pull out from the alliance!" 

declared the young lady who is now called the Saintess. 

The thoughts of the others in the room, 'Eirwen Night is an Otherworlder!?' 

Everyone in the room was rendered speechless by what the young Saintess had declared. Losing the 

support of the Saintess in the war against the Demons is deadly. Not only the casualties would inflate, 

there is no way the new Hero Viktor wouldn't leave with his future wife leaving the battlefield like that. 

As they've expected Viktor opens his mouth. 

Viktor Hart said, "If my crown princess leaves the alliance, I and my kingdom would as well." 

Silence! 

The other races thought that things are a bit going wary at this moment. Though the new hero and the 

saintess have their own standing in this alliance, their position is still second to the Regent of the Cloud 

Empire. 

The Mermaid King asked, "What about your standing, Human King?" 

"Before this regent gave his answer, I wanted to know what the rest of the king thought first. Those who 

agree to surrender Eirwen Night to the demon please show your hand," said Raine. 

Among the kings around the table, three of them had raised their hands. 



The elven race, the mermaid race, and the dwarven race all agree to surrender Eirwen Night to the 

demon race to buy some time. Unexpectedly, the beastman king didn't agree which startled almost 

everyone inside the room. 

The dwarf king spoke, "Yo~ this is surprising. Old beast is a decision to save our races. Are you willing to 

put all beastman in danger just for one person?" 

"A sacrifice of one person is better than everyone else!" said the Elven King. 

"Shut up! This old crook! The Saintess had said that this Eirwen Night is like her. A young person who 

had no other choice but to be pulled into our world with even their permission. We had exploited their 

kindness once when they were summoned here. Now you wanted to surrender him to the demons for 

such a reason! Do any of you know what shame is!?" retorted the Beastman king. 

The Hero of the Cloud Empire, Luciel spoke, "Old Man you are quite likable~" 

"Hahaha~ I knew it! You guys are not willing to surrender Eirwen Night in the first place." said the 

beastman king. 

Luciel smirked and said, "Of course! He lives in our empire with his family." 

Hearing this the mermaid king and the elven king realized that the human race knew why the demon 

king wanted to surrender the human named Eirwen Night. 

With a deep frown on his face, the Elven King questioned, "Since that person is without then you should 

know the reason why the demon race wanted this person named Eirwen Night?" 

"I do think we have the right to know about this." said the mermaid king. 

The dwarf king had spoken as well. "This is a bit surprising. It seems that Eirwen Night is not an ordinary 

one ba~." 

Everyone was looking at the human race representatives with curious gazes. They were all waiting for 

the regent to speak but for some reason, the latter had no intention of talking about it. 

It was Hero Luciel who gave a vague reply, "If someone like us could tell you who he is then... We would 

have told you already in the first place. It's just that... Even if you wanted to surrender him, do you have 

that much strength to move him?" 

After hearing the words Hero Luciel had spoken, almost everyone inside the conference room had a 

distorted expression. There are hints of confusion, understanding, and incredulity. 

It was the emotional Angela who isn't restricted by any laws or taboo of this world to speak out. 

"Why are you going to surrender Eirwen-ge, didn't he help us survive the catastrophe once already? He 

almost broke heaven's laws thankfully the heavenly wills didn't take his action as a biased one," says 

Angela Evans. 

The beastman confusedly repeated some words the young princess had spoken, "Catastrophe? Heaven's 

Laws? Heavenly wills? Bias? Little crown princess of Kingdom Hart what are you talking about?" 



This time even the crown prince of Kingdom Hart could no longer hide his gloomy expression when the 

rest of the alliance members were talking about surrendering Eirwen Night to the demon race. Did they 

want to give away a God to those demonic creatures? They must have lost their minds. 

"You are only able to stand in this room because of Lord Eirwen's help. Did you really think you would 

still be alive if that miracle didn't occur in the whole land of Aerd?" said Viktor Hart. 

Left bewildered, the Mermaid King asked, "Miracle? Are you talking about the snow which cures 

anything that had fallen during the great earthquake? What that's got to do with Eirwen Night?" 

Those who were smart enough realized the hidden meaning of the crown prince and crown princess 

words. Even the intelligent Elven King found their words too heavy to be retold. But he showed a 

stunned yet understanding expression on his face when he looked at the Regent looking for a sign of 

verification from the other. Raine just gave the king of elf a light nod. 

"I... I... I take back everything. All the words I had spoken just now especially about surrendering Lord 

Night! I withdraw all my words. I apologize for my rudeness... I apologize for my crude mouth!" 

exclaimed the Elven King as if begging someone to forgive him. 

Everyone was startled by the unexpected reaction of this arrogant Elven King. Just now he was only 

pushing the idea of giving away Eirwen Night to the demon race just so they could buy some time and 

prepare for a greater war in the distant future. Saying that sacrificing a lone Eirwen Night for the safety 

of everyone else is a smart choice. But now not only had he lost blood on his face turning ashen, but his 

expressions also weren't right as well. He is clearly frightened but only a few understand why the Elven 

King is acting like that. 

The Mermaid King asked the Elven King, "What happened to you? You don't look good, are you okay?" 

"I... am fine." replies the Elven King. 

Seeing this the regent had already made up his mind to end the meeting, "With the Elven King, the 

Beastman King and I side with the option of not surrendering Lord Night to the demons and only the 

Mermaid King and the Dwarven King against, talking of the majority the decision for this problem is the 

former. We would not send Lord Night to them. 

With this, I would personally lead a troop to meet the representative from the demons and declare our 

decision. Hero Viktor and Saintess Angela you are both coming with me." says the regent of Cloud 

Empire, Raine. 

"We understand!" answered Viktor Hart. 

The Hero of Cloud Empire, Luciel had also spoken, "Don't worry. I will be going as well." 

"With this, the Alliance meeting for today is adjourned. Everyone may take their leave now," said Raine. 

Now that the meeting had ended most of the kings left the room and returned to their homes. Inside 

the room, only the human side was left behind, and unexpectedly the proud and arrogant Elven King 

didn't leave right away. 

Angela didn't notice that and spoke to Raine without hiding anything, "Big Brother Raine, I and Vivi want 

to visit Eirwen-ge. Can we?" 



"Please don't worry. This Viktor didn't forget to send them a notice before coming over today. A 

message was sent to us saying we could come over today," says Viktor. 

"Since you already received permission then, we will send you over. Did Lord Araysh or Lord Neige say 

anything?" asked Raine. 

Viktor responded, "They say they would wait for us at the shore." 

"That's good then. We'll escort you both on the way and at the same time send our greetings to the 

other Lords," says Luciel with a smile. "I wonder if I'll be able to see Lord Lucien again." 

"You want to meet the Lord again and what? Bother him to train you again! You really have a thick face, 

Luc." reprimanded Raine. 

Luciel retorted but he only dared to whisper it as he was afraid that this elder brother of his would beat 

him up. "It's not like brother is any different. You talk to Lord Adrienne about some business regarding 

the mortal realm. They aren't supposed to get involved in it." 

"What do you know? I'm only asking for another opinion as yours is completely useless!" says Raine. 

Cough! 

A light sound of coughing startled the four who were talking about the Gods hiding in the Empire. They 

had thought that everyone had already left but didn't expect that someone else had remained inside the 

conference room. Moreover, the other races never get along with the human race, if not because of the 

war against the demon and fallen races, the other light faction race would never get involved with the 

human race.  

Raine's expression turned serious when he saw that the Elven King was still here and he had most likely 

heard their conversation. 

"You are still here, Elven King," says Raine. 

But the king of Elf king didn't reply to his words and instead, his eyes wandered to where the Saintess 

was. Spirits are mostly invisible to the others but high elves are different. After being born with nature, 

they are much more sensitive towards the spirit race. In short, they could sense them and some special 

elves have the ability to see. Right now, this elven king is not really staring at Angela but at the hovering 

pixies around the Saintess and Crown Prince Viktor. 

The Elven King's thoughts, 'I haven't noticed it before as I choose to ignore them but... now that I've 

closely looked at them... the spirit race is close to intimate with them. Especially towards the Saintess. 

Water, Ice, Dark, and Light pixies!!? There is even something even stronger protecting them. 

But this is impossible, the blessings from the Gods had already disappeared. Like the Demon King had 

mentioned the Gods in the Divine realm except for the former God of Wind who became the sovereign, 

the rest of the Gods had supposed to disappear!?' 

Viktor who felt that the Elf King's eyes weren't right made him vigilant and immediately hid his lover 

behind him, his eyes were serious as he exchanged gaze with the Elven King. 

"What is wrong with you?" asked Luciel as he stood up to block the Elf King's sight to the young couple. 



The Regent spoke, "If you make a move on these two then... we will need to have a serious conversation 

about the Alliance." 

Feeling the tension building up inside the room, the elven king could only avert his eyes from the young 

couple and instead met the Regent. 

"It seems that the Human Race had solid backing no wonder you proclaimed to lead the Alliance against 

the war with the demons. I only wanted to ask. Why is it that when everyone else has lost their blessings 

from the other Gods, the human race still has a blessing that should have disappeared? And how were 

you able to convince a Godly being to live in your land?" asked the Elf King. 

The Regent smiled at him and replied, "If you are that curious then... why don't you meet them 

yourself?" 

With this, it was decided that the Elven King will be accompanying them when they come over to meet 

the hidden figures that support the human race. 

Chapter 263: 7.61 Second Violet Star - Heading to the Nightmare Forest 

Their visit to the place of Eirwen Night was fruitful. Not only were they able to report the details of this 

plane's current situations, but the Lords also had spoken to them about a few things. This is regarding 

the lost blessings from the other Gods. When they were informed that the other Gods were killed by the 

Sovereign just to be able to seat on his current throne, Raine and everyone who heard about this was in 

disbelief that such events had taken place within the Divine Plane. 

Now they learned the real reason for that great earthquake and why the demons wanted Eirwen Night 

to be surrendered. They could believe why that tyrant did all those. Moreover, it was because he was 

obsessed with Neige that he did all that. 

They've sent a reply to the message sent by the demon king expressing their decision to accept the 

diplomatic meeting between two factions. The demon king didn't come himself and only sent a 

representative in his face. Because of this Raine and Luciel cannot come over and only had to send 

Viktor and Angela as their faction's representatives. They were currently the second pair strongest after 

the regent and the hero Luciel. 

They knew that Gods couldn't directly get involved with the problems of the mortal plane but giving 

away their blessings should be enough to help their faction to survive. After learning that the demon 

and fallen races had received a full blessing from the current sovereign, Adrienne, Lucien and Eirwen 

had distributed their blessings to the rest of the light faction. 

Unlike the demon and fallen races, they received three kinds of blessings. The blessing of snow, 

darkness, and light. There were only a few chosen who got the three blessings and others only got one 

or two. Now that the other blessings from the other gods had faded these newly given blessings are 

extremely important to the light faction races. 

Though there might be confusion as to why the former God of Darkness is currently on their side, 

they've all silently accepted it after learning of his relationship with the God of Winter. 

After certain preparation was made Viktor and Angela were about to leave to attend the scheduled 

meeting with the demon race side. The location is at the Nightmare Forest where the portal connected 



to Abyss is located. Before they leave the Main Palace in Empire, Viktor and Angela are welcomed by a 

carriage big enough for a group to ride. 

They didn't expect such a luxurious carriage to be prepared for them. Raine and Luciel had escorted 

them all the way to the carriage with the Elf King. 

"This is...?" asked Angela. 

Raine answers, "The ride you would be using all the way to the depths of the Nightmare Forest." he 

spoke as if the words he just said were a matter of fact. 

Even Viktor was stunned by such luxury at such a time. What is surprising is that even the thrifty Elven 

King didn't rebuke their actions and acted things like it was supposed to be like this. 

"Are you sure it is okay using such an expensive-looking carriage in such a dangerous forest? You do not 

think it's a waste of money?" asked Viktor. 

The elven king spoke, "No. This is the right carriage for someone of their standing. This little one still 

thinks that it's still quite improper..." 

Angela with confusion on her face said, "Standing? Improper? Eh, is there someone else coming with 

us?" 

From behind them the sound of the carriage's door opening was heard. 

Click! 

When the door was open, two handsome men with the same appearance stepped down from the 

carriage. One possesses pitch-black hair while the other has an aureate shade hair color. Just based on 

their faces alone, anyone could see that they were identical twins. It was Lucien and Adrienne wearing 

clothes only worn by the high-class nobles. They both reached out their hands to the interior of the 

carriage waiting for the other one to come down with their help. These twins were Lucien and Adrienne 

in their human form. 

Adrienne said, "Please watch your step." 

"Honey~ be careful," said Lucien 

A pair of slender yet long fingers received the two outreached hands. The two slowly pulled the owner 

of those flawless hands which revealed a calamitous beauty that could cause chaos anywhere she goes. 

This person was wearing a long white dress with a black and golden ribbon tied upon his hips 

emphasizing his slender waist. The sleeves were off-shoulder revealing unblemished collarbones and a 

white neck. The long silver hair is tied up loosely with a black hairpin with a golden rose design. This 

person is a picture of perfection. An ethereal beauty but those who didn't know who he is would only be 

surprised by his beauty and those who knew him would be shocked as to why he is wearing women's 

dress once again. This person is Eirwen Night. 

[Host, look at their faces~ Hahaha... They were so shocked that their mouths were left open. I told you 

before that the host's whole temperament changes as you wear women's clothes.] 



Eirwen replies in his thoughts, "S-Shut up. If you didn't tell my husband about me wearing this kind of 

clothes. This lord wouldn't wear it anymore." 

[Eh~ it's not like they didn't know. Lord Adrienne met you in women's clothing. Only Lord Lucien hasn't 

seen you wear women's clothes face to face.] 

"Tsk! No wonder he requested this kind of disguise. So it was your fault!" 

[Hih! I didn't! It was Lord Lucien who asked me to show a recording when you first met Lord Adrienne~ 

he says he didn't expect you to be well suited wearing such clothes. He ordered a lot of women's clothes 

from all realms from the system mall.] 

"Eh? He could redeem anything from the system mall for free?" 

[Well~ yes. He is the Lord God after all!] 

"How about me!? Why do I still need those redeeming tickets to get something from the system mall!? 

Aren't I the only child of the creators? Don't I get things for free!?" said Eirwen. 

[That... It must be because the authority was originally under the Lord God and after he had fallen to 

slumber Lord An had taken over and just sent tickets to the host to... wuaa~ It wasn't me! It was Lord 

An!!!] 

System Yue had sold his captain to his furious host. He doesn't want to get involved. His captain, Lord An 

Xiang, and his host, Lord Hei Anjing never got along ever since that accident hundreds of years ago. 

Though they used to be good friends. 

"That bastard~ I still remember when he threw in a world without my permission. I will surely beat him 

up when I return to the Nether System," murmured Eirwen as he grits his teeth in anger. 

Viktor and Angela finally react when they've recognized who the beautiful lady in front of them is. 

"Jiejie!!!" The crown prince and crown princess call. They still remembered the rule of calling Eirwen 

Jiejie when wearing women's clothing. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Angela happily approached Eirwen without fear towards his brother's lovers. Meanwhile, Viktor acted 

more respectfully and greeted the twin gods first before standing beside his crown princess. 

The crown princess said, "Jiejie~ you look so pretty~" 

"Hmp! Of course~" responded Eirwen. 

Lucien said while grinning, "Our honey is the most beautiful in the world!" 

"Even in these clothes, my wife is unparalleled," said Adrienne. 

Eirwen glares at his lover and says, "If you didn't ask me to wear this. I would only need to cover my face 

with a spell for disguise!" He is obviously complaining but his puffed cheeks make him look like he is 

pouting instead. 

Lucien and Adrienne smile at him affectionately as always. 

Viktor spoke, "Jie, are you coming with us to the borders?" 



"Well~ yes. After all, it's so boring at home. We will accompany you all the way. Now you do not have to 

worry about ambushes or whatever they've planned to do. I also wanted to know what they would do if 

they learned that Eirwen Night had come over as well~" said Eirwen. 

Angela moves her eyes to her brother's lovers, "How about Brother Addie and Brother Lou? Why are 

you coming?" 

"Accompanying my wife (honey)." The twins responded with a tone like it's a matter of fact that they are 

supposed to be here because Eirwen their lover is here. 

Adrienne spoke, "You guys do not need to worry. As always we won't directly involve ourselves." 

"But it's a different matter altogether if they get honey involved~," says Lucien with a smile but those 

who could properly see through it would definitely say that this angelic smile is fake. 

Eirwen spoke, "As if someone could recognize me in these clothes!?" 

Everyone unexpectedly retorted, "They definitely would!" 

"What do you mean?" asked Eirwen. 

"Jiejie, in our kingdom everyone knew that you used to wear women's clothing," said Angela. 

Raine spoke, "Even in the Empire, the information about Lord Night's hobby of wearing such... clothes 

are also well-known." 

Eirwen spoke, "Then... What's the point of making me wear this as a disguise if they would know that it's 

me!! Huh~" he looks at his lovers who responded to his glare with glowing eyes. 

Lucien and Adrienne answered, "Because it suits you well." 

[H-Host calm down. Y-You can't beat your husband in public. That's domestic violence ba~] 

"Arrrgh~~" 

They can only leave for the Nightmare Forest once Eirwen Night finishes his tantrums. 

--- 

Upon reaching the temple within the forest, everyone decided to take the rest of the day off. The 

meeting was scheduled for tomorrow. Their side decided to come over ahead of time to prevent 

ambushes planned by their enemies and to check the venue for the hidden traps if there were any. 

The temple is not too big but it is enough to accommodate a small group of travelers. This building was 

protected by a grand knight and a high priest. They were tasked to report any changes in the portal 

connected to the Demon plane. The temple itself is sacred and is protected by a defense formation that 

purifies miasma and prevents lower demons and monsters from approaching. Before the war had even 

started, the news of demons' arrival to the mortal plane had come from here. 

During the first wave of war, it was the people from this temple who held back the demons and sent the 

fastest message to the kingdoms which let them prepare for the incoming war. This temple was 



immediately retaken when the war was won by the humans. Now everyone knows the importance of 

this place. 

The grand knight is a half-human beastkin, Akim, and a high elf priest, Sian, welcomed their arrival. 

These two were from the older generation and their strength is undeniable. When they heard the arrival 

of the young hero Viktor and the saintess, Angela coming over they immediately made preparations for 

them. They were truly delighted meeting the new generation of heroes like they are. It wasn't wrong to 

say that they admire them. 

They welcomed their arrival joyously but didn't expect that the young couple wasn't the only ones in the 

carriage. Upon the approaching carriage, these two veterans felt an overwhelming pressure they've felt 

for the first time in their life. 

The beastkin knight Akim spoke, "This aura... are you sure that the carriage only has little Viktor and 

little Angie?" 

"Urrgh~ what is this level of mana's purity!? Is this even really mana?" murmured the high elf from the 

elven race which is extremely sensitive towards the mana. "No! This isn't mana... I'm sure it wasn't. This 

is divine energy!" 

"Divine energy!? Aren't those things only the gods could wield?!" exclaimed Akim. 

The high elf, Sian spoke, "Supposed to be. But... I do not think that only Prince Viktor and the Saintess 

are inside that carriage. Tell the rest of the servants to leave. We are the only ones welcoming their 

arrival. If I'm not wrong... there should be a supreme being inside that carriage. A demigod at least..." 

"Why would a divinity get involved with this war? Isn't it supposed to be forbidden?" said Akim. 

Sian frowned and retorted, "You asked me and whom should I ask!?" 

Meanwhile, somewhere from the temple, two familiar figures were watching the whole scene from 

their room. The carriage from far away possessed the crest of Kingdom Hart. This is to let others know 

who was the possible passenger of the carriage. 

"That's the crest of kingdom Hart. Third Prince, they are here!" said Lady Bela who was peeking through 

a telescope which allowed her to see things in the distance. 

After failing the trials and even being useless during the war, King Argus decided to place the two of 

them in this desolated place to make up for their merits. This temple is the most dangerous place to be 

transferred to. Not only is it near the portal towards the demon plane, but its location is also at the 

centermost region of the Nightmare Forest. If not for the defense formation around the temple, they 

would have lost their lives countless times to those wandering monsters. 

The third prince, Elliot Hart, spoke, "I know... This time we should secure enough standing and return to 

the kingdom. As for whether the demons would kill brother then... it has nothing to do with me." 

Chapter 99: 4.36 Third Blue Star [Extra 1] - Dark Room Play I [M] 

Recollection: 

"I still haven't forgotten you rejecting me, A'Ye!" exclaimed Gui Lan. 



Xie Ye responded, "I was wrong. It would never happen again, Lan'er." 

Xie Ye knew his lover's anger and could only use his ultimate skill. He gave his lover the sad puppy eyes 

as he looked upon him. Gui Lan who was hit by a bullseye by those eyes suddenly froze and his anger 

was held up as if cold water was poured over his head. He let go of Xie Ye's hair and instead pulled at his 

cheeks, playing with his face while pouting. 

"If I don't love you do you think those eyes would work!? If it was someone else who looked at me like 

that I would have plucked out their eyes!" said Gui Lan. 

Hearing his lover's poisonous tongue but soft heart, Xie Ye couldn't stop himself from smiling at him. 

What he didn't know is that this lustrous smile is more of ultra ultimate skill, its effect is much more 

aggressive than the puppy eyes from before. Gui Lan couldn't even stop the blush from appearing on his 

flawless face. 

'Bastard! What the hell are you concurrently giving away ultimate skills one after another!? I almost 

could stop myself and jump on you.' 

System Yue who just finished his task returned to his host side only to witness this scene. Hearing his 

host's thoughts, System Yue couldn't help but retort. 

[Host, give up. You can never defeat him in your whole life. (waving a white flag)] 

"Your back, Yue! Anyway even if I cannot defeat him, controlling his appetite should suffice. I won't let 

him eat tonight!" 

[(Yue raises two more white flags.) I bet 3 redemption tickets that the host will give away in the end.] 

"I will bet with you!" said Gui Lan. 

Gui Lan then pushed Xie Ye on the bed intending only to punish him but things had gone wrong 

somewhere and you know what happened next. 

--- 

A secluded mansion within the distant forest. The place is separated from the human territory. The 

entire area surrounding the mansion is a forest. It would be more than an hour's walk from where the 

main building is. 

This mansion was built behind the institute but this is because the owner had no intention of crowding 

with others. He hated noise and clamor which is why he built this house away from others. It is secluded 

and no one would come even if someone screams for help. Moreover, it's private property. 

Within the mansion, except for some dimmed lamps, the lights were all turned off. The silence within 

the mansion is too eerie and shadows are caused by the dull-lighted lamps' sway as the wind blows. If 

not for the cleanest interior of the house one would think of this place as haunted. 

Within that quiet hallway, heavy-footed steps echo. Every step feels like a stomp and within that 

stillness is restlessness caused by silence. The sound of clinking metal can be heard as well together with 

each footstep. 



Clang. Clang. Clang. 

Clearly, the walking man's weight isn't normal. Based on the figures their shadows show, this person is 

carrying a chained man on his shoulder. 

The man on his shoulder is clearly unconscious at this moment as there isn't even a hint of struggle 

coming from him. The sound of footsteps only halted when the man finally reached a room. With his 

free hand, this person grips the doorknob and lightly twists it to pry open the door. Sounds of creaking 

can be heard in that still area once the door is opened. 

He entered the room but the interior of the room was dark. Only the peering moonlight through the 

windows lightly illuminates the whole room. With such a lack of lighting, all that could be seen is the 

huge luxurious bed at the center which could even fit four adult men sleeping side by side. 

On the right of the bed is a standing lamp shade while on the left is a side table. There are a few 

customized handcuffs at the head and foot of the table. It wasn't an ordinary handcuff used by the 

police but instead special chains that could even restrain special ability users. 

If one would check thoroughly of those handcuffs one could see some special chip embed within the 

metal. These chips can be used to temporarily seal someone's special ability. As a crime consultant and 

special officer of SID, Supernatural Investigation Department, it is normal for him to possess this kind of 

special handcuffs. Unfortunately, he isn't using it for work tonight but instead used it for his personal 

use. 

The man walked towards the huge bed and threw the one on his shoulder on the bed like a bag of a 

sack. He reached out his hand to turn on the side lamp near him. Only then their appearances were 

revealed. 

The one who carried the people is Xie Ye, a dangerous man who had been looking for Gui Lan since they 

were children. His obsession for the latter had reached the peak that he could no longer be held back 

from imprisoning Gui Lan after catching him all this time. 

This man has always been handsome. His strength as an esper is unparalleled and all kinds of abilities 

can be copied by him. Nothing can be hidden from him as well as the thoughts of his target will always 

be revealed under the effects of his ability called mind reading. 

Xie Ye stares at the sleeping person he threw on the bed. It was the beautiful Gui Lan who had been 

haunting his dreams for ten-plus years. Now that he had caught him there was no way he was willing to 

let him go. 

"You always run away with every opportunity you get. If that's the case then I only have to make sure 

your body won't be able to bear leaving me anymore~" murmured Xie Ye, his voice is gloomy yet 

bewitching. In that darkness, he removed all the clothes of Gui Lan and chained both his arms above his 

head and his legs were chained to be forcefully pulled apart, unable to close due to the chains locked on 

them. His legs were spread in M position revealing everything that couldn't be seen easily for Xie Ye to 

see. 

--- 



When Gui Lan woke up, what he was welcomed with was darkness covering his eyes. With his calm 

demeanor, Gui Lan didn't panic like normal people, he always used his mind to think first before making 

his move. In the beginning, he tries to move his hand to remove whatever was placed in front of his eyes 

to blind him. He wasn't born blind and since he could open his eyes and feel something rubbing his 

eyelashes, he knew that he was blindfolded by something. 

As he moves his hands the sounds of chains clicking by his forceful movement can be heard. 

CLANG! 

Gui Lan made a few moves of moving his hands and the sounds of chains hitting each other echoed in 

the area. 

Clang. Clang! 

He murmured as he felt his wrists bound together by cold metal above his head. 

"Chaining my hands to the bed's headboard?" Gui Lan murmurs then he tries moving his feet but unlike 

his hands, he could feel that his legs were widely spread apart and at the same time chained as well. 

When a cool breeze from the room reaches him, Gui Lan couldn't help but tremble from the coldness of 

the sudden increase in temperature. Only then he realized that he wasn't just simply chains on the bed 

with his legs spread apart, his clothes including his underwear are missing. 

His voice slightly trembles by the fact he is naked on the bed not only blindfolded but both hands and 

feet also chained even his legs were spread for the others to see his private parts. 

"I-I...m... n-naked...?" He unconsciously tries to close his legs but unfortunately, he couldn't even let his 

knees meet each other. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐦 

His fear heightened with his sight blocked. Not only is he naked his situation has made him vulnerable to 

whoever did this to him. What he didn't know is that the culprit for his current situation is watching him 

closely while sitting at a single couch pulled over to observe him from a distance. At this moment, Xie Ye 

is only wearing a black bathrobe over his body watching Gui Lan's every action and reaction as soon as 

he wakes up. 

He watches him calmly assess his current condition while hearing the chains on his hands and feet make 

a sound at his every movement even when he sees his face turned red in embarrassment or even anger, 

his body slightly shivering from the wind, Xie Ye observes everything silently. 

Gui Lan continues to speak on his own with a stuttering voice. Clearly, he is scared because he tries to 

act calm. 

"I... I... r-remember... X-Xie Ye caught me... then...then... Xie Ye... Xie Ye, I know you are there. Uncuffed 

me!! Remove the blindfold!!!" 

It didn't take a while for Gui Lan to start screaming in anger, the sound of his pissed-off voice and chains 

clanging resounds in the room. 



Hearing his name being called Xie Ye finally approached the bed and sat on the side watching the 

struggling chained person on his bed. His eyes remain undisturbed as he stares at the naked figure of his 

beloved. 

"You are finally awake, Lan'er," said Xie Ye. 

Xie Ye's slightly hoarse voice was sexy which made Gui Lan stop struggling. He recognized this calm yet 

cold voice. Just as he thought it was Xie Ye who captured him but he didn't expect to do that kind of 

thing to him. 

"A'Ye? What the hell are you doing? Let me go!" said Gui Lan as he wanted to start struggling once 

again. But a cold yet big hand suddenly pressed on his stomach prevented him from moving. 

Xie Ye started moving, he reached out for an aphrodisiac lotion placed on the bed and poured some on 

Gui Lan's body. 

"Ah! Cold! What are you putting on me?! A'Ye I told you to unbind me!" said Gui Lan. 

The cold liquid fell on his stomach making him shiver from a chill, then he felt two hands spreading the 

liquid all over his body. At first, it was only on his stomach then on his chest. Gui Lan keeps screaming at 

Xie Ye at first until he feels the callouses on Xie Ye's rough hands rubbing his skin, a moan escapes from 

his mouth when those hands move to stroke his chest, especially his nipples. 

"AHH!" Gui Lan suddenly felt his body heating, contrasting the cold liquid being spread on his body. "S-

Stop... A'Ye... please stop..." 

Xie Ye spoke, "Are you sure? Your little peaks here..." flick Gui Lan's hardened nipples lightly with his 

fingers and start rubbing and pinching it between his fingers, playing with it. "Are hard thought~" 

"Ngn~ aah~... ha~ s-stop... don't pinch! My...umm~" Gui Lan's messy moans echo in the room plus the 

sounds of metals clashing. The naked state of the beautiful man with cerulean-colored hair twitching 

under Xie Ye's touches made the whole scene so erotic. 

Xie Ye watches as the lovely guy chained on the bed slowly, little by little loses himself to pleasure. 

Gui Lan's pleading voice can be heard saying, "A'Ye stop... please stop..." begging the latter to stop 

playing with his body. 

The dangerous man's thoughts, 'The aphrodisiac's effect is too slow that I expected. For now, let's 

awaken his desire and wait for him to beg.' 

He removes his fingers which he was using to play with Gui Lan's fingers and grabbed a small egg shape 

vibrator among the scattered sex toys on the bed. He took a pair and tape them on Gui Lan's nipples 

before looking for the remote. 

Gui Lan felt something was placed on his nipples but since he couldn't see it with his eyes, he didn't 

know what Xie Ye had placed on it but for some reason, it gave him a bad feeling as his face flushed 

more with his whole body leisurely heating on its own. 

"A-A'Ye... W-What are you doing?" asked Gui Lan. Due to his bad premonition, he has forgotten that this 

mad man is the one who captured him and chained him. Clearly from his tone that he treated this man 



with dependence that he never showed to others before. This shows how close their former relationship 

is. 

Xie Ye only answered him with a hum but didn't say a word. Gui Lan's breathing was ragged from him 

shouting all this time and since he couldn't see his sensitivity is twice that what he normally possessed. 

When he felt something and a long thrust in that special place below followed by a flow of cold liquid, 

Gui Lan knew that things weren't going to be good. 

It was Xie Ye who plugged a pointed opening of the lubricant bottle and squeezed a lot of it inside Gui 

Lan's, when he pulled out, he replaced the object with his index finger probing that tight hole with a 

pistoning motion. 

"AH! ah!... N-No... What are... you... d-doing!? Ngn~" Gui Lan tries to stop his moans by biting his lower 

lips as he could feel his childhood sweetheart's finger moving inside of him. "T-That's dirty! A'YE!!" 

"You are not dirty but... it's really... tight." said Xie Ye who was pumping his finger inside of Gui Lan. 

At first, it was only one... then it would turn to two fingers... then three until Gui Lan felt he was being 

stretched to his limit. 

"Woo~ ah~... mnn!" 

Gui Lan's cheeks reddened as the blindfolded above his eyes were soaked by his tears, some of it even 

leaking, tracing his crimson face as he felt violated by his friend's actions in his private place. He couldn't 

stop himself from crying out as his hole was being pumped faster by those thick fingers inside of him. 

But when he felt he was about to come, Xie Ye suddenly pulled out his fingers leaving his hole gapping 

as it twitched. 

Xie Ye's cold voice lingers in his ears, "You can't come yet. This is your punishment for leaving me alone 

for years. If you only enjoy it then it wouldn't be considered disciplining. Let me put something on you." 

while Gui Lan couldn't see it, Xie Ye took something familiar to a ring from a small box on the bed with a 

bigger width than normal fingers. Obviously, this ring isn't to be placed on the finger but something else 

instead. 

With careful movement, Xie Ye placed the ring on Gui Lan's proudly standing rod and tightened it once it 

reached the base. The black ring looks very visible on Gui Lan's white skin. Then his eyes wander on that 

vibrator which looks like a cock but the size is only half of his own thing. 

Observing it for a moment, "This should help you loosen for a bit until the meds sink in." murmured Xie 

Ye. 

The words Xie Ye whispered was still heard by Gui Lan making him realize that things wouldn't end as 

easily as he thought, that tight feeling in his cock knew that Xie Ye placed a cock ring on him which 

would prevent him to cum then remembering the other things he felt bewildered with. 

'He placed a cock ring on me!? T-Then... those things on my nipples and his words just now... is he...!' 

Gui Lan's thoughts were about to take a step to reach the truth when he felt something generating his 

hole from below. 



"En~ T-This... No! I don't want it! A'Ye, please stop... I'm begging you~ AH!" he felt something entering 

his hole slowly spreading his inner walls forcefully. "N-No, it hurts... Wuwu~" but sadly Xie Ye didn't stop 

pushing in the thing entering his hole. 

He only calms down when a kiss lands on his cheeks, gently licking his tears, "Relax~ I've stretched you 

properly it wouldn't hurt as much. I need to do this. Mine is twice as big... as the one currently entering 

you... Baby~ take a breath." whispers Xie Ye in his ears. 

Gui Lan's thoughts, 'What the fuck!? Twice the size? You are that BIG!?' 

Not knowing what to do, Gui Lan could only follow the instructions. Xie Ye is softly whispering in his 

ears. He took a deep breath slowly and didn't expect the man to suddenly push in the thing inside him 

with one movement. 

"Ah-ww~ ha~ hurts..." screamed Gui Lan but when Xie Ye checked nothing was torn from that place. He 

shallowly thrust the thing on his hand inside Gui Lan until he got used to it. He didn't forget to coax the 

one crying out in pain with a kiss but he only kissed the corner of Gui Lan's lips teasingly. 

Xie Ye spoke, "Since it's in... let's turn it on." as he pulled off the blindfolds on Gui Lan's eyes meeting 

those reddening yet full of desires eyes of his. Xie Ye couldn't help but steal a peck on those red 

enchanting lips of the lovely darling under his control. 

When Gui Lan hears his childhood friend's voice, his eyes widen as he meets those obsidian eyes full of 

pampering and mirth as it stares at him. It gave a soothing feeling to himself as he continued to stare at 

Xie Ye. Then he suddenly saw him smirk. The next thing he felt is countless vibrations on his body and 

hole, giving him uncontrollable pleasure. 

"AAhh!! Ahhhahh~~~" 

Chapter 100: 4.37 Third Blue Star [Extra 1] - Dark Room Play II [M] 

-- 

Xie Ye used toys on Gui Lan as punishment for leaving him alone for years. Moreover, everything that he 

is using on him was things he found hidden in the master's bedroom which means obviously who owns 

such things. 

Gui Lan keeps panting and moaning as those things move all over him. It made his body twitch beyond 

his control as he continued to struggle only for the chains to limit his movements. 

Ahh~ pants mnn~ ngn! 

"How was it? Is it your first time feeling good in your ass? You seem to like it as much." said Xie Ye. 

"N-No! hnn~" retorted Gui Lan as he glares at Xie Ye but his misted eyes look more seductive than scary. 

Xie Ye watches Gui Lan twitch in pleasure, his ragged breathing, the erratically up and down of his chest 

as he pants, and the trembling of his slender waist as the top inside him hits a sensitive spot from 

within. He removed the chain connected to the ends of the bed and flipped Gui Lan. But the lovely 

darling still couldn't close his legs as the thing inside him would wildly move inside him making him 

uncomfortable. 



He made him kneel in all four corners with his but upturned to air. The toy inside him almost slipped out 

but was roughly pushed back inside which made Gui Lan scream as he raised his head. He cums once 

again but is blocked by the ring of his member. 

"AH~ hah~ A-A'Ye... it's painful~" 

Clangs! 

Xie Ye removed the chains that were locked on the top of the bed and bound Gui Lan's hand behind his 

back instead when the latter wanted to kick Xie Ye, his leg was caught in a strong grip preventing him 

from moving. 

Xie Ye spoke, "So naughty~ you wanted to kick me, Lan'er~" 

"Ha~ Of course!" answered Gui Lan. 

What happened next is something Gui Lan didn't expect Xie Ye to do. He picked up a soft leather belt on 

the bed and bound his legs and calves together. Now he could only use his knee to move on the bed as 

he squirms. 

"It seems that the medicine and the vibration aren't enough." Xie Ye said as he grabbed Gui Lan's jaws 

forcing it open and poured an oral-based aphrodisiac inside his mouth. With his throat forcedly lifted up, 

the medicine smoothly entered Gui Lan's body. Moreover, he had turned the vibrations to the highest. 

Gui Lan who couldn't move properly as both his hands and legs were bound on his back, he could only 

squirm like a shrimp being cooked on the bed. The love drug his lover had given him was the strongest 

one he bought from the system mall. He now couldn't control the heat within his body burning him 

inside. It was making him extremely uncomfortable and itchy deep inside him. His lewd intestinal fluid 

started to mix with the lubricant left inside as the unceasing moving toy continued to poke him in weird 

places. 

Xie Ye watches Gui Lan lose himself to pleasure as he sits on the side of the bed, the bathrobe covering 

his body could barely hide his awakened dragon as he feels excited to see his beloved almost fall in the 

abyss of lust. He started seeing him sway his hips in discomfort as the toy inside his hole was steadily 

being pushed out by the constriction of the wet cavern. 

'Hm~ the medicine is taking effect now.' Xie Ye's thoughts as he watched his beloved teasingly sways his 

hips towards his direction and feast on the erotic sight of the slightly swollen rims of that private cave 

pushing out the toy he pushed inside. He couldn't stop his eyes from narrowing at such lewd scenery. 

Gui Lan's current thoughts, 'I want to come. I really want to come. I wanted something even bigger 

inside. This stupid toy couldn't even reach that itch place deep inside me. Husband... I need my 

husband...' 

Once the vibrator inside Gui Lan's toys fell, Xie Ye couldn't help but swallow his saliva at the sight of that 

gaping hole twitching in front of his eyes, he could even see some transparent lubricant stretching out of 

such a lustful hole. Gui Lan even mischievously moves his butt as if enhancing him. 

"A'Ye~... want... I want to come... enter... please fuck me~ h-husband~" 



The last word that Gui Lan uses to call Xie Ye caused the final string of Xie Ye's control to snap. After the 

hasty removed the belt on his beloved's legs freeing him to move, he also unchained the arms on his 

back, the only thing that was left was the cock ring he placed on him. 

But what Xie Ye didn't expect is that as soon as Gui Lan was freed the latter would press him on the bed 

and rip open his bathrobe. Looking fiercely at Xie Ye's who is below him, Gui Lan positioned his hole on 

top of that huge cock and stared down at his lover with blame on his eyes. 

"You are... too slow. I said... I want it! Ah~" Gui Lan sat on that hardened penis allowed it to penetrate 

the deepest past inside of him, he could feel his hole and rod pulsing from one thrust. He even heard Xie 

Ye groan. 

Groans~ 

HA!!!~ 

With a satisfied yet wanton expression on his face, Gui Lan placed his hands on his lover's chest and 

moved his hips, thrusting that huge thing inside him faster and faster on his own. Allowing it to 

penetrate his inside roughly and strongly as if trying to scratch an itch deep within his hole. 

"Aahh~ Ahhh~ ah-ha... fa-fast... move faster~ not... enough~ hah~" 

Xie Ye watched his lover act like slut using his own cock to pierce his own self. It was a delicious sight 

that awakened his beasts inside him. When his eyes wandered on that black ring in his lover's cock, a 

mischievous idea came into his mind. 

"Ah~... mnn~ ha! ha~ En! Ah~" Gui Lan was concentrating on removing the itch inside of him and didn't 

see his lover's spicy expression. 

He only felt a thick arm wrap around his waist and huge hands holding his swollen member rubbing it, as 

he was finally feeling a bit comfort from his husband's gentle action, the man suddenly pulled his waist 

and buried himself at the deepest past inside him that his stomach bulges from the impact. 

Simultaneously, the ring blocking his cum was removed and his neck was bitten all at the same time. The 

triple stimulating actions made Gui Lan reach the highest peak and screamed in intense pleasure as he 

released for the first time after being played around with toys for the whole time. 

AAHHH!!! 

Gui Lan tirelessly fell on Xie Ye while still breathless and trembling uncontrollably. They were both 

panting silently as they looked at each other. The evil smirk on Xie Ye's lips was too captivating and 

annoying at the same time. 

When Xie Ye kissed Gui Lan's forehead, he whispered, "Baby~ I haven't come yet~," he said. 

"Ah~ wait! En~" 

Gui Lan wanted to say something but he was already pressed on the bed by Xie Ye and was trusted 

deeply inside roughly and strongly. His parted lips were captured by his husband who aggressively 

sucked and bites his tongue as if thirsty beyond means. Endlessly taken by the man above him, Gui Lan 

could only wrap his tired legs on Xie Ye's thick waist and hugged those wide shoulders as he pulled him 

towards him deepening the kiss and clashes of their tongues. 



One of Xie Ye's hands holding the back of Gui Lan's head intensifies the kiss exchanged between the 

lovers. With his other hand, trailing on his lover's chest, he pinches those swollen cherries after being 

abused by the vibrator for half an hour. 

Gui Lan's thoughts at the moment, 'I can't... breath ~' 

Noticing his lover's lack of air, Xie Ye reluctantly pulled away and stopped kissing Gui Lan. From their 

mouth, a silvery trail of saliva connects their lips which snaps in seconds. Xie Ye licks the traces on the 

corner of his lover's lips and whispers. 

"Remember to breathe through the nose next time, baby~," said Xie Ye as he lowered himself leaving his 

traces on that white jade skin of his most beloved person. Plowing strawberries as everything his lips 

landed. His thrust from below didn't lessen in strength at all, and he only thrust in faster as he licks 

those swollen nipples, trailing the shape with his tongue, nibbling and sucking it until it reddens to a 

darker shade. Both peaks were played until they both cum at the same time. Xie Ye released his essence 

deep within his lover. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐦 

"Nmm~ Ha~ sleepy~," said Gui Lan. 

Xie Ye spoke, "Baby~ I want more~" he whispered while hugging his lover tightly within his embrace. 

"Hmp! Come on!" responded Gui Lan. 

It didn't take a while for them to begin the next following rounds by playing around with the toys 

scattered on the bed all night. Gui Lan was the first to fall in battle, his physique was weaker than Xie Ye 

in the first place, and their body size was different as well. It wasn't surprising for him to faint after all 

the excitement they've enjoyed together for the first time as couples in this world. 

--- 

Morning. 

That night Gui Lan accepted the bet with his System Yue. The next morning he had no face to meet the 

world. Because... he can't get out of the bed. His ankle was chained in the bed's foot. Laying on his 

stomach only could see his back covered in endless and countless strawberry marks. There are even 

traces of light bite marks and bruises. This figure is an obvious result of overdoing it. 

'Who am I? Where is this? When was it?' Gui Lan's rampaging thoughts. 

[Host, I won!] 

"Fuck it! Just take it away." 

[Informing the host that you could no longer redeem any items in this world. Hehehe~ how was the 

darkroom play, host.] 

"Hmm~ it was amazing and exciting~ I want to do it again with more tools," said Gui Lan with a huge grin 

on his face. 

Chapter 266: 7.62 Second Violet Star - Their First Meeting 

At the center of the Nightmare Forest. 



In front of the hidden temple. 

A luxurious carriage stopped in front of the temple, welcoming their arrival is the black lion beastkin 

Grand Knight, Akim, and a high-elf light priest, Sian. One was wearing full plated silver armor. Unlike the 

rest of the warriors which wore a helmet on their head this Grand knight didn't. His face is after all a 

black lion which prevents him from wearing a plated helmet on his head but his body is completely 

covered with silver armor for protection. 

Standing beside this beastkin knight is a handsome elf with long blonde hair, Elves were a long-lived race 

even if they've reached the age of 100 they would still look young, unlike the human race. Not only that, 

unlike the average elves, high elves were more sensitive against mana. They could clearly see through 

illusion-type spells and see someone's soul as long as it is close up. 

This is why when the carriage that bore divinities stopped in front of him he suffered from an extremely 

heavy pressure of energy that is not meant to be felt by a mortal. He underwent suffocation from the 

coercion of the divine energy even vomiting on spot and putting himself in an embarrassing position. 

Crown Prince Viktor and Crown Princess Angela had to be welcomed by a high elf puking in their 

presence. 

Akim, "Welcome your high..." 

Pukes~ Urgh!!! [This is the sound created by Sian who is currently retching.] 

"-ness...?" cut off the sentence of Akim who was stunned by his friend's rude actions. 

Blergh~~~ 

It was when the grand knight Akim was greeting them that the high elf was retching at the same time. 

The expressions of the people around them, especially Araysh and Neige at the front seats just behind 

the coach who was controlling the horse, were not good. Viktor and Angela's expression openly turned 

distorted and avoided the puking elf literally. 

Araysh glared at Sian, "Clean it up. This instance!" His voice was authoritative and cold. 

Sian started trembling when his eyes met Araysh and Neige. Thanks to his Elven bloodline, he could 

distinctly see the souls of these two before him. 

His thoughts, 'T-This... how is it possible!? What kind of being are they to possess this kind of soul!!! One 

is purely made of shadow while the other is made of ice. They aren't humans at all!!!?' 

Neige on the other hand had observed the situation closely and immediately understood what was 

wrong with the elf. He waves his hand to freeze the puke and Sian's mouth before knocking on the small 

partition that lets him speak with the people inside the carriage. 

Knock. knock. Knock. 

Swish~ 

Lucien spoke from the inside, "What is it?~" 



"My Lord, there's a high elf outside one from an older generation. He could sense mana purely. At this 

moment, he might be affected by the leaking divine energy coming from the lords." said Neige. 

A cold yet stern voice can be heard from the inside speaking, "We will completely seal up our divinity. 

Tell that one to clean up and stay away if he is dirty. Our wife hates dirty things." This is Adrienne 

speaking. 

Neige responded respectfully, "As you wish, Lord Adrienne." 

Eirwen commented, "Ah~ how annoying ba~" as the partition was once again close from the inside. 

Everyone who was outside the carriage had heard the three voices coming from the inside. The other 

four already knew who those three were, but the original people from this temple didn't. The grand 

knight Akim was frowning as he helped his friend the high elf, Sian calms himself down. It took another 

half an hour before the other three went down from the carriage. At this time the pure energy from 

before had disappeared. 

The high elf light priest, Sian could finally breathe properly but his body had suffered from fatigue. Akim, 

who had been waiting for half an hour for the other passengers of the carriage to go down, could finally 

no longer hold back his temper. He is a proud beastman who had received almost all the honor a knight 

could attain. It is very hard for him to treat others like they were his equal. 

The crown prince Viktor and crown princess Angela may be young but their achievements were not bad 

which is why this old grand knight respects them quite well. There is also adoration of an elder which is 

why it is normal for him to hold back his temper towards this young couple but the other three were 

strangers he hasn't heard before. Normally, his actions were quite biased at this time. 

The Grand Knight Akim murmured, "What the hell is taking them too long!?" 

"Sshss! Akim, please shut up. I beg you, please!" said the high elf priest Sian he pleads to his friend. 

Because, unlike his knight friend who couldn't see, Sian could clearly discern what kind of beings are in 

front of them right now. He kept his head lower, no longer meeting the eyes of Araysh or Neige who 

were waiting respectfully outside the closed carriage. 

Akim, this grand knight looked at his friend bewildered but still followed his words and immediately shut 

up. 

He lowered his head and asked with an undertone voice, "What is wrong? Did you see something 

again?"?asked Akim, whispering. 

"Yes. Please be respectful. They weren't humans. The town waiting outside. One is a god and the other 

is a demigod. I do not know what God the dark elf one is but the demigod, I heard about him before. He 

is the Ice Spirit King ruling Ivern. If he left Ivern to serve someone like that means... that the three inside 

the carriage are Gods that are beyond their strength. Please be respectful. Not even the demon king 

would dare to anger gods feared and respected by the other gods." whispered back Sian to his friend. 

Akim heard his friend's explanation and was stunned in disbelief. He had always believed Sian's words as 

he had never seen things wrong. If his friend's words were correct which means these two men who 

were acting as guards were divinities that aren't supposed in their world. Just based on their aloof and 



indifferent expressions they mostly don't care about them not being in the mortal world they are 

currently in. If that's so this only means one thing. 

They are only here to escort the three high divine beings inside. They are just escorts and nothing more. 

The ones with real authority were the people who haven't shown themselves yet. 

Knock. knock. 

The sounds of knocking had come from inside the carriage. It was a sign that the one outside could 

finally open the door for them. Araysh opened the door while Neige saluted and lowered his head as 

Araysh did. The first one to come down is a handsome man with golden hair and pitch black irises. 

There's a gentle smile on his face as if he is Saint and his whole being is covered in a holy aura. One 

could obviously feel that the light element in his body is beyond what mortals could store. This is as if he 

is the source of light himself. It was Lucien. 

After coming down first he stretched out his hand and said, "Watch your steps, honey." Lucien said. 

The one who held his hand was a beautiful-looking lady. Her features were even beyond that 

gorgeousness of mermaids and exquisiteness made those elven races fall short in comparison. There is a 

usual mischievous smile in the corner of his lips making him look friendly but if one closely looks at those 

argent orbs one could feel the coldness that is even beyond the ice spirit king possess. He is almost 

white all over but at this moment those thin lips were a bit swollen and crimson in color which left some 

hints of temptation and seduction especially when someone meets eyes with him. 

Akim and Sian thoughts, 'She is truly a heavenly beauty~' 

The grand knight and light priest didn't notice that they were staring for so long until someone's eyes 

sleeves blocked their line of sight. A piercing and sharp gaze fall on them making them feel chills beyond 

normal. Waking up from the lovestruck state they've met a frosty gaze coming from the obsidian-haired 

man standing behind the pretty lady. 

The beautiful lady? spoke, "Lucy, Rienne, calm down okay?" Eirwen especially made his tone coquettish 

which made those who heard blush. 

Akim and Sian's faces turned red in comparison. Making the two handsome men accompanying the lady 

frown. 

Adrienne responded, "If they keep staring, this lord doesn't mind turning them to corpses." 

"Hahaha~ then shall I forbid their resurrection if Addie really does so?" said Lucien with a smile but his 

words weren't that pretty to hear either. 

Eirwen spoke, "Pfft~ you've been eating vinegar since he got out of the house. Would you eat 

everyone's vinegar as long as they look at me for a second?" he asked with a gentle smile which is rare 

itself. 

Lucien and Adrienne responded right away, "We would!" they answered honestly which made Eirwen 

laugh. 

"Hahaha~ you've really changed. When we first met you'd even dared to leave me alone in that dirty 

back alleys from before," said Eirwen. 



--- 

A fragment of their past. 

Hundreds of years ago... 

SS World: The World of Fire and Death 

Inferno 

This is a world where violence, lust, and theft are rampant. There are no such existing rules like those on 

earth. In this world, the ones who spoke the largest are those who have strength but despite that, there 

are still some human villages hidden. In these hidden places, the human race tried to live their lives. 

There isn't much difference in how the human race lives here like those on earth but their strength is 

ahead of those from earth even more closely linked to Vearth instead. 

The human race in this world controls qi which aids their cultivation. But instead of spiritual qi, the qi 

that exists in this world is closer to ghost qi or dark qi used by demon cultivators. The human race of 

Inferno was born with high resistance to impure qi. This is why they could control ghost and demon 

creatures to their bindings. These are enough to fend themselves off, against the other strong creatures 

and races within the world of Inferno. 

But despite that, the human race's population is too little to maintain the balance in Inferno. It wouldn't 

take long before the balance broke. The world's end is the only result. The human race of this world has 

no idea of their world's current state. This is why the God System which governs all worlds and galaxies 

that existed sent few gods to investigate this world. 

In some dark alleys within the human territory. A young man with his clothes in tatters was running 

away with all his life in line. Beside him, a group of bulky men was chasing after him. 

Run. Run. Run. 

This is the only thing that is inside the young man's mind at the moment. Without looking back he runs 

away from those filthy men who tried to rape him. 

'I must run! If I get caught it will be the end of me!' 

Despite running with all his energy, this young man still got ambushed by some corner. He got tackled 

on the ground by a man with a body twice as him. Hitting his head on the asphalt below him, he could 

feel his head splitting in pain and warmblood strolls down his face. The young man lost consciousness 

with a man above him and a few more coming over to rape him. 

"Did he lose consciousness?" 

"He hit his head. Is he dead!?" 

"So what if he is? He won't die right away. Let's enjoy ourselves first before healing him." 

Meanwhile, the one that was chosen this time to investigate is Hei Anjing wearing a white robe with 

black snowflakes design his long hazelnut hair is half clipped with a braid. He was overlooking the world 



below him with desolation and detachment as if he is looking at a rock instead of a world where living 

beings lives. Despite that, his beauty is overly unparalleled plus that emotionless expression of his face. 

Like unmelted glaciers which nothing could move even in a millennium. It was beautiful, pure, and 

untainted. His existence itself is noble and graceful. No one would deny that he is not a person on this 

lower plane as long as they see his face. He is like an immortal overlooking the world itself. Unattainable 

and immovable being. 

Hei Anjing spoke his cold yet monotonous voice can be heard coming out from that cerise yet thin lips. 

"Is this the world where the target is? Guide." He was talking to the prototype system the God System 

had prepared for him for this mission. 

[Answering to the Venerable Lord Hei. Yes. This is the world called Inferno. An SS World in which evil is 

rampant more than righteousness. Many of these original residents work for the Nether Subsystem.] 

"I didn't ask for that information. Answer only what I asked you." 

[Affirmative, Venerable Lord.] 

"Find me a vessel immediately. With such a fragile world descending with my immortal self would 

instantly destroy it. I do not want to alert my target for Execution Mission." 

[Searching... I beg the Venerable to wait for few seconds.] 

[Searching in progress...] 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

[... Progression reached 90 %] 

[Ping! Vessel found. Initiating Transfer.] 

During this time verification of the vessel, the world hopper would enter are still faulty. There are tons 

of times that they would enter the wrong vessel as the systems were not made of prisoner's souls but 

just machinery that couldn't think for itself without a command. 

Hei Anjing entered a vessel within that world to investigate. It just so happened that his soul was sucked 

into the body of that young man who fainted. The vessel that he got is a young man with a slight 

feminine face and slender body. His cultivation is quite lacking as well. The physique of the body is too 

weak for Hei Anjing's abilities to be used without breaking the body into pieces. 

'What is this... disgusting feeling? This is the first time... I...' 

Once Hei Anjing opened his eyes he could vaguely feel a breezy and wet feeling on his chest and legs. He 

then saw himself with tattered pieced clothes on himself and a group of men licking him there and here. 

'What the hell is this?! What the fuck are they doing!? This is disgusting! Disgusting!!! Guide what kind 

of vessel did you find this lord for!!' 

[Error... System Error. Deviation in target transfer. The host had entered the wrong...crzz... rizz...v-

ve...ssel...] 

AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!!!! 



Once he saw that Hei Anjing almost lost it. He screamed so loud as he forcedly used his qi to spread 

around him. His original qi is so strong that those groups of men turned to piles of mashed meat. With 

flesh and blood scattered. Around him even painted the walls red. 

Once Hei Anjing calms his breathing to normal he observes the body he got pulled in to do his mission. 

This is the first time he felt such disgusting emotion in his whole being. He couldn't help but puked as he 

felt the wetness on his skin even the cold wind couldn't help him remove the nauseous feeling stuck in 

his throat. He could only stop puking when all that came out of his mouth was clear bile. But despite 

that, the hellish feeling doesn't go away. 

PUKES~ Blerrgh~ 

He forced his extremely weak body to sit up and lean on the bloodied wall near him not even caring for 

the scent of blood and flesh that sticks to his skin. He is trembling so badly. Not only is his current body 

so weak. The remnant feeling of disgust lingers in his mind. After all, what he just experienced is very 

traumatic for a young master like himself. 

For some unknown reason, he could control his tears from falling. He felt so disgusted with himself for 

what happened. That scene left a traumatic feeling in his mind. After all, his family has a history of OCD, 

and only their family and the person they love could be allowed to touch them. What he experienced 

left him a nightmare in his mind. 

But unlike other world hoppers, he had an administrative position in the God System which is why there 

is no need for a system to assist him. He could if he wanted but Anjing never used a system when he 

went to work. The vessel he entered was the nearest unoccupied body which just died a few moments 

after he arrived in the world. It just so happened that this is the first time he got a vessel who was 

suffering at such a humiliating event. It was his bad luck. 

Adding the fact he was forced to use his qi just now, Hei Anjing is truly tired. He was about to close his 

eyes to repair the vessel he is in when he heard two men coming over to help him. 

"Xiao Ye over here! There's a man here!" 

"What the hell happened here? Did he kill them all!?" 

"Anyway he seems to have fainted. Let's have someone treat him. Carry him, Xiao Ye." 

"Do it yourself!" 

"I would if I could. My right arm had a fracture. It's not completely healed yet. Huh? Isn't this that little 

brother of Hei Lili, your little admirer?" 

"Fuck your little admirer! She just saved me once and thought I owe her my everything for saving me for 

a simple cut in the gut." 

"Whatever, carry him home. He's badly injured." 

"Tsk!" 

Hei Anjing before he completely closed his eyes saw the eyes of the man who carried him. 



'Deep dark obsidian irises. Clear as the evening sky. It would be even more beautiful if there were stars 

and galaxies in it. Such a pity.' 

These were Hei Anjing's last thoughts before his mind completely blanked. As his vessel entered auto 

repair and auto-upgrade. 

Chapter 267: 7.63 Second Violet Star - Arrival at the border 

Eirwen Night was laughing when he remembered that situation when he first met his husband Ye Xiajie 

and An Liang in that world. He couldn't help but turn cold and indifferent remembering that disgusting 

scene when he also lost it. It was their first meeting but his husband at that time was cold-hearted 

towards him. Covered in blood and flesh of those bastard who tried to rape him, his legs broken and his 

body is weakened to the state of losing consciousness. 

But this man didn't even glance at him not until his friend forced him to save him. The last thing that he 

could remember at that time were those pairs of eyes dyed by the shade of the night and full of 

countless stars and galaxies as if hooking him up to be seduced. This person is even more indifferent 

than him who is born with a special bloodline of coldness. 

That was their first meeting. A typical indifference between two strangers who hate strangers. 

--- 

Back in reality. 

After recalling a few things from the past, Eirwen Night couldn't help but compare the Ye Xiajie in the 

present to the past which caused his short amusement. It was only when he got down from the carriage 

that he noticed Akim and Sian's existence. His lovers stood on his left and right respectively while Neige 

and Araysh stayed a few steps behind them as always. 

Akim and Sian were both stunned while staring at him as this is the first time they had seen such a 

gorgeous lady? That's right because Eirwen is wearing a women's noble dress. Those who don't know 

him would think he is a female. Unfortunately, he is not one. 

To Akim, his eyes were only full of admiration for beauty but in Sian's eyes, it wasn't pure admiration for 

the appearance alone. He was peeking through the soul of Eirwen Nighy itself. It was a bit blurred but he 

could see it. The appearance of the soul is completely different from the face of the vessel he is wearing. 

"This... This is not your real body. Are you just borrowing it?" said Siam but his words caused ripples in 

the group. 

Araysh was the first one to react, "What did you just say!?" he exclaimed. 

[Host, be careful. This thing... He could see through the souls of those he peered into!] 

Sian's Thoughts, 'His soul is completely golden. Even purer than the split souls of the two by his side. 

Moreover, what is this? This soul has lots of cracks within slowly spreading. How could he still be alive if 

he only has a half left of his soul core?' 

When Sian notices someone's eyes on him he raises up his head to search for the source only to meet 

with Eirwen's argent eyes. On the top of his lips is his index finger gesturing his silence. He 



subconsciously nods his head in agreement. After that short exchange, Eirwen moves away from his 

eyes. Viktor and Angela step in and speak to the keepers of the temple. 

Viktor spoke, "It's been a while Senior Akim, Senior Sian. My princess and I come here for the meeting 

with the demons tomorrow." 

"Um. We had prepared everything for you but..." said Akim but when he paused his words he sneaked a 

peek at Eirwen and his group of five. According to his friend Sian, these people were special. 

Lucien suddenly spoke out, "There is nothing to worry about. We only need two rooms. One is for 

Araysh and Neige while the other is for us three. Just change one of the beds in the room with a king-

size one." 

"Please change the order with a double bed," said Araysh. 

"King Size? Double bed?" uttered Akim with confusion. 

Angela laughs at her senior funny reaction. 

"Hahaha~ Senior~ brothers are together," said Angela. 

Viktor said, "Angie~ don't tease the senior." 

"But it's funny~" replies Angela. 

The grand knight is standing beside them still bewildered. 

"So which is it? Is it a joke or truth?" asked Akim. 

This time almost everyone laughs at this innocent yet fierce-looking lion beastman. Sian could only take 

over as his friend seems to be confused now. He bows his head in front of Eirwen and his group 

respectfully and even falls on one knee. 

Sian said, "Sian will prepare everything. Since the rooms aren't arranged yet. Please wait at the garden 

for a bit." 

"Garden! Jiejie let's have a picnic!" said Angela as she clings to her brother's arms and pulls him over. 

Viktor shook his head helplessly as he exchanged an understanding look with Lucien and Adrienne. Since 

their lovers had already gone ahead the three of them could only follow after them. 

Adrienne spoke, "Araysh I will leave the rest to you here." he said before walking away without giving 

the other any second glance. This God of Darkness had always been calm yet cold to everyone else 

except Eirwen. 

"Lord Lucien, how much should be said?" asked Araysh as Adrienne had already taken his leave to follow 

his wife. 

"Tsk! leaving me here~" murmured Lucien when he heard Araysh's question, "Just say as much as you 

could. That little elf had already realized who we are anyway. Neige, you can follow Araysh. Addie and I 

will be enough to serve my honey~" 



"As you command, Lord Lucien." Araysh and Neige respond when they've lifted their heads Lucien is no 

longer as if he disappeared in thin air. 

As usual, the not-so-smart lion beastman grand knight Akim looks at the events full of confusion. He can 

only ask his friend about it later as there are still guests before them. 

Araysh spoke, "A late introduction, I am Araysh and this is my lover, Neige." 

"Greetings," spoke Neige monotonously. 

Akim was startled to hear the name Neige. After all, that is a famous yet notorious name that most 

people in the Aerd know. It had the special meaning of snow which is said to be the name of the 

rumored cold-hearted Ice Spirit King who lives in Ivern. 

"Neige? Why does it feel that I've heard it somewhere? Moreover the name Araysh, I'm sure I've read it 

somewhere as well." murmured Akim while rubbing his chin as he poise of thinking. 

Sian answered his confusion, "The former God of the Fallens and the Ice Spirit King's names." 

"F-Fallen God... Ice... Ice S-Spirit K-King!?" Akim stuttered as he looked at the two men in front of him 

with shock on his lion face. 

"Such a former title that Arasyh had long forgotten. Right now my only job is to serve Lord Adrienne and 

Lord Lucien," said Araysh. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

Neige also explained his side, "I may be the current Ice Spirit King but this King's life had already been 

given away to Lord Eirwen. Neige is the aide of Lord Eirwen, nothing more and nothing less." 

The grand knight's face distorted more as he clung to his friend's back and whispered, "S-Sian... i-isn't 

the God of Light name is Lucien, and the God of Darkness name is Adrienne. Moreover, to make a 

demigod like the Ice Spirit King his aide, what kind of person is this Eirwen Night?" asked Akim. 

"A god. The God of Winter and ruler of Ivern" answered Sian to his friend. 

Akim started trembling, "T-T-Then... those t-three just now... T-They... They are Gods!?" he suddenly 

shouted. 

Sian immediately covered his friend's loudmouth. 

"Shut up! Be respectful!" said Sian, Akim could only nod his head in agreement. 

Araysh and Neige acted as if they never heard their conversation but still waited for them to finish 

talking to each other. 

"Done talking?" asked Araysh. 

Sian instantly returned to his respectful state as he spoke with Araysh and Neige. 

"Yes my lord." 

"Good. Show us the room of the Lords. We need to renovate it to their liking." said Araysh. 

"Yes my lord. This Sian and my friend, Akim will show the way towards it." 



Neige spoke, "Let's go." 

With Sian allowing Araysh and Neige to take the lead, he and Akim took a lower stance as they escorted 

them to the rooms. Since the largest room in the temple is the designated room for the Saintess, this 

room will be given to the three great lords instead as their standing is even higher than both Viktor and 

Angela combined. Of course, the two understood the reason and didn't mind giving their room to 

Eirwen and his lovers. 

--- 

At the rose garden on the south side of the temple's territory. 

Eirwen, prepared as always, took out a huge picnic mat from his space which Adrienne, Lucien, and 

Viktor laid together on the ground with the hidden pixies who came with them. Angela's snowball 

helped as well. 

Once the mat was spread on the grass field, Eirwen waved his hand, and tons of food appeared on the 

top of the mat with some drinks and utensils for everyone. Everyone took their seats and enjoyed the 

sunlight under a huge tree's shade. Lucien and Adrienne would of course occupy the space on each side 

of Eirwen. Viktor and Angela sat together while Snowball was sunbathing not far from them. Adasha, 

who was afraid of the three lords, had accompanied the ice spirit wolf with his sunbathing. 

Only the gluttonous pixies were unafraid of their lords as they were overwhelmed with the mountain of 

delicious food in front of them. Now they look like hamsters stocking food for winter with both of their 

cheeks bulging as they eat food that is larger than them. Some shameless ones even sat on the plate 

itself securing their own plate for eating. 

Viktor watches the pixies gorge on some sweets which are larger than they are like hungry wolves. 

"Hm,~ thought I've seen this before but...? pixies could really eat a lot huh." said the crown prince. 

Angela chuckled and said, "Hahaha~ that's not it, Vivi. Look at them properly among the little ones the 

most gluttonous among them were ice pixies. This is because they accompanied Jiejie on his food trips 

and could already eat thrice the normal pixies." 

"Thanks to that this Lord had to cook food for a hundred people worth because of these gluttons~," said 

Lucien. 

Adrienne also commented, "Thankfully we have enough money to buy ingredients in bulk, else we could 

only throw them back to Ivern to let them scourge their own food." 

"That's right. One big foodie is enough. Ah~ honey~ I'll feed you, open your mouth~" said Lucien who 

suddenly got his collar grabbed by Eirwen. 

"Who the hell are you calling glutton?" said Eirwen. 

[H-Host, Lord Lucien calls you foodie, not glutton ba~] 

Lucien was smirking at his lover and stole a kiss, Smooch! "Honey~ I would still love you even if you are a 

glutton~" 



"Hoh~" Then Eirwen suddenly jumped on one of his lovers and tickled him nonstop as punishment. 

The sound of Lucien's endless laughter can be heard all over. 

HAHAHAHAHA~ 

"Haha~ E-Enough... I'm... hahaha~ wrong... honey~ hahaha~" said Lucien in between his laughs. "A-

Addie~ hahaha... S-Save me...~" 

Adrienne on the other hand ignores his suffering twin and still continues to feed his wife without care 

for his brother's suffering. 

"Wife, try this pudding. I've made it for you," said Adrienne who is spoon-feeding his lover. 

Eirwen only needs to open his mouth and food would be delivered in his mouth. 

"Hm! This one is delicious~" He looked at his other lover with glowing eyes and finally stopped tickling 

Lucien. "I want more. Ah~~" said Eirwen as he stares at Adrienne. 

Lucien who could finally take a breath properly murmured, "I... I also died." 

[Don't worry Lord Lucien you would at most suffocate, you won't die right away~] 

"I know," he replied to Yue in his mind as there are outsiders with them. Then he saw his brother 

feeding their lover ignore him. "Ah~ don't ignore me~" complains Lucien. In the end, Eirwen feeds 

Lucien and Adrienne feeds Eirwen. No one feeds Adrienne as the two knew that he isn't fond of sweet 

thing and like bitter drinks instead. 

The three were showing their affections openly without care. Viktor and Angela, this young couple who 

is about to get married, stare at the three who were giving away endless dog food enough to feed a 

whole empire. 

Angela spoke, "That's too sweet ba~" 

"Un~ too sickeningly sweet," said Viktor. 

The atmosphere in the garden is joyous and serene like a family enjoying their afternoon together only 

for someone to abruptly destroy such a peaceful scene. Lady Laurel came over with her entourage of 

maids. As soon as she heard that Angela and Viktor had arrived at the temple, she immediately changed 

his clothes to come over to meet them. The clothes she is wearing are cut too low which almost couldn't 

hide her sultry figure and her huge racks. She is obviously here trying to seduce the crown prince. 

Lady Laurel spoke, "My~ my dear crown prince. You are finally here~" 

Chapter 268: 7.64 Second Violet Star - Lady Laurel's Ending 

The sudden arrival of Bela Laurel had caused silence in the area. Her seductive eyes were on the crown 

prince who is currently frowning by her uninvited self while flaunting her voluptuous body in such a 

direct way. Angela's expression turns uglier in anger as well. It seems this kind of scene is a frequent 

event for these three. Lady Laurel ignores the little girl's glare and continues to pursue her target. She is 

quite confident in herself as she believes that no man in this world could resist the charm of her sexy 

body. 



Lady Laurel spoke, "My~ my dear crown prince. You are finally here~ Bela had been wanting to see you 

ba~" 

Hearing such a coquettish voice from Bela Laurel gave Viktor the feeling of annoyance and irritation. As 

a person from royalty, it wouldn't be surprising for Viktor to experience countless ladies wanting to 

seduce him. He had already seen all kinds of seductions a woman could do. There is no way he wouldn't 

notice the meaning behind Lady Laurel's action. This kind of antics was already usual for Viktor. 

What Bela Laurel didn't know was that even though Aerd allows polygamy, the royal family of Hart 

doesn't. To ensure only one line of royal blood existed, the kings of Kingdom Hart could only marry one 

person in their whole life. This is their law which is why the royal family of Hart would choose their 

partners well and would only undergo marriage with that one person they've wished to spend a lifetime 

with. In the kingdom of Hart stealing someone's partner or breaking the laws of marriage is punishable 

by death. 

Bela Laurel, "Why aren't you speaking dear?" 

Viktor stared at Bela Laurel who is approaching him with an icy gaze which the latter tries to ignore. She 

acted like he tripped and was about to fall in Viktor's direction. 

"Ah~ help me!" says Bela Laurel as she falls but unfortunately the usual scene she expected to be 

extremely useful in the modern world is useless in this world. 

With a cold expression on his face, the crown prince pushed her away without hesitation. There is even 

disdain within his blue eyes as if looking at something so dirty. 

"Preposterous! Such a thing to do to this king! You were truly rude! Truly unfit to become the Saintess. 

This prince is thankful that it was Angie who was chosen by the Gods as the Saintess." said Viktor Hart. 

Bela Laurel was pushed towards her maids who caught her before she fell. As expected she acted like a 

bullied lady and started her waterworks as she noticed that aside from the crown prince there were 

other two handsome men around. She was talking about Lucien and Adrienne. 

'These two look more useful than the lovesick crown prince. I really don't understand what the little 

bitch angela has that I don't. I even have these big peaks here comparing it to the little girl's flat hill. This 

lady is obviously more desirable. This blind shit!' Bela Laurel's current thoughts while sneaking a peek at 

the twins. 

What this lady didn't know is that the pixies and everyone else already noticed her real purpose and 

were watching in silence that they had even forgotten to bite on their food. 

Bela Laurel in the midst of her acting, "There is no need to push me away like this my dear crown prince. 

So cruel~ bullying this lady like this. I... I only...only fell accidentally... Wuwuwu~" 

Her waterworks were in full show as she tried to flutter her eyes in the direction of the God of Light and 

the God of Darkness even making sure to flaunt her huge racks and thin hips. Unfortunately, the twins' 

eyes were only at their lover and no one else. 

Lord Lucien and Lord Adrienne were clearly ignoring her very existence and were looking only at their 

wife with nothing else that could enter their eyes. Seeing that her targets aren't catching her bait, she 



decided to do an even bolder action. Pretending to be dizzy from crying she slowly approaches the twins 

intending to directly seduce them closely. 

"My precious lords~ please pity this lady... This lady clearly didn't do it on purpose," says Bela Laurel as 

she tries to flash her delicate self towards Lucien and Adrienne intending to entice sympathy. 

Meanwhile, Eirwen Night had an angelic smile on her face making it hard for others to see through his 

feelings, for strangers that is. 

Only someone who knew him well like System Yue knew that his host smiling like an angel didn't mean 

he is not angry but extremely pissed off instead. This means the more beautiful Eirwen Night's smile is, 

the more he is in rage. 

With a stuttering monotonous voice ringing, system Yue was currently in a state of panic. 

[Wo~ what to do? What the hell should I do!? I don't want to die yet!? This little girl must be crazy! Of all 

the men she could scheme with seduction, she just had to target landmines like Lord Lucien and Lord 

Adrienne!] 

In his host's mind, Zhi Yue could clearly hear his host's murderous thoughts directly in the connection he 

had with his host. 

'Bitch watch where your eyes are going? Do you want this lord to dig it for you personal feed it as candy 

hu! Or maybe a thousand cuts would be better, at least you could still survive for a few minutes. No, I 

think chopping your pieces should be better. Boil the upper half and grill the other half then feed you to 

the dogs. You motherfucking whore... How dare you target my husband!? You want to die ha! You fuck... 

Xsjagenxlw! Wudixsgdb. Hold! 28&8!' 

A nonstop record of curses and bad words can be heard ringing in Eirwen Night's head making System 

Yue suffer from ringing ears and fear from every killing intention swirling in his host mind. Despite all 

that, his host is wearing an extremely holy-like smile on his face making him even more attractive and 

enchanting. 

[Hah~ this dead lady! Please stop talking! Don't add more oil to the flames!!!] 

His elegant and gentle smile is making those who don't know anything stares at him with eyes full of 

adoration. 

And among them, two love-struck fools were enjoying the show only System Yue and another person 

who knew that this destruction God is about to explode in anger was slowly stepping away.  

Bela Laurel was so engrossed with her acting that he didn't notice the changes in her surroundings. She 

wanted to use the move he made on the crown prince just now. This time she was so sure that this 

handsome man with raven hair would throw her out like that blind crown prince. 

"Ah~ this lady suddenly feels dizzy~," says Bela as she made the same attempt as before, trying to feel 

on Adrienne but even before she could act the tripping out of nothing. 

[Dizzy your ass! You are really going to die playing like this!!! Fuck! This little bitch really dared to touch 

the Lord God!!? Death seeker...] 



Adrienne glanced at her one with a sharp and cold gaze. He waves his hand once and the force from it 

was enough to make Bela Laurel fly away. She hit the nearby tree with enough force to break the tree 

into two and almost turned all her bones to dust. 

BAAAMMM!!! 

AHH! 

Adrienne looks at Lady Bela with a cold gaze without any sympathy in his eyes. They're nothing but just 

coldness as if staring at the dead. 

"Dirty. You dare to touch this lord in front of my wife!? Should I throw you back to your world!?" said 

Adrienne. His every word was full of thorns piercing Bela Laurel's soul directly. His presence changes 

from empty to something completely divine and oppressing, the change in his aura is enough to show 

his anger. 

Silence spreads in the area but among the rest only two were unaffected. Eirwen whose anger faded 

after hearing his lover's words and Lucien who felt that his brother had given enough punishment to the 

rude mortal. 

"Addie, don't kill it too fast. The acting was so rigid yet well-practiced. Based on this, those humans have 

used this act of seduction for greed. This lord wonders how many had that thing slept with. No wonder 

Addie calls it dirty ba~" says Lucien as he flicks a small ball of light towards Bela which prevents her from 

dying but still leaves her unhealed with her injuries. 

With most of her bones fractured, Bela is unable to move plus the unbearable pain all over her broken 

body, nothing else can come out of her mouth except for agonizing pain. It is amazing enough that the 

pain is real but her internal injuries were healed to a point that she could not die from loss of blood. This 

is obviously done by that ball of light from that gentle-looking man. She didn't expect him to be a rogue 

instead. 

"You! Agh~ ha~ w...hy!? Ngh~" asked Bela in between her cries from the pain. With tears strolling down 

on his face, snot and drool falling from her nostrils and mouth, even with this ugly state she didn't stop 

glaring at the two handsome men who landed her in this state. 

The twins answered honestly: 

The Dark twin replies, "You made my wife angry." 

"It is not good for my honey to suffer just because of a dirty thing like you~" answered the Light twin. 

Though System Yue, the pixies, spirits, Viktor, and Angela expected this kind of answer doesn't mean 

they wouldn't be stunned hearing it with their own ears. Moreover, the fact that both Lord Lucien and 

Lord Adrienne answered straightforwardly makes it even more convincing. It was at this moment that 

Eirwen suddenly started laughing. 

HAHAHAHA~ 

[Oh My God! My Host is laughing!!?] 

"Shut up, Yue!" 



[Yes, Ma'am!] 

"Who the hell are you calling Ma'am?!" 

[But the Host is supposed to be acting a lady right now~] 

"Nothing good really comes out from your mouth. Hmph!" 

They were conversing in Eirwen's mind. 

He was laughing so much that tears were gathering at the corner of his eyes. Unlike his fake angelic 

smile from before this laughter from Eirwen is clearly his real feelings. His mellow giggling made his 

current feminine appearance even more tantalizing. Like the red roses behind him were meant to bloom 

for his sake. 

"Haha~ this is... too amusing ba~ you guys should...see... your pfft~ faces," said Eirwen while guffawing. 

Lucien and Adrienne just smiled seeing that their beloved is smiling truthfully once again unlike his 

obviously fake smile from before. When Eirwen saw the twin's expression he could feel the love and 

obsession their eyes possess, he was delighted not only in the heart but also in his soul. 

"Hum~ Rienne, come... Sit here... hurry~" said Eirwen as he pointed at the place where he was seated. 

He is asking the twins to seat together and he plans on seating on their laps instead. 

After Adrienne did what he was told, Eirwen Night grabbed both Lucien and Adrienne's necks, making 

their cheeks stick together. The twins let him do whatever their beloved wanted, their arms securing 

Eirwen's position on their laps. 

Narrowing his phoenix-shaped eyes and tilting his head proudly at the fallen Lady Laurel, he spoke, "Not 

changing your antics as always my lovely toy~ but it seems you didn't know... this and this... Muaa~ 

Smooch~" giving Lucien and Adrienne's cheeks a sloppy kiss, "Both of these captivating and gorgeous 

men are M.I.N.E.~ A whore like you... should at least know your place ba~" said Eirwen with an evil yet 

taunting smirk on the corner of his lips. 

Only when Bela Laurel recognizes this voice and way of talking that she realizes that the beautiful lady 

from before is not a woman but her acquaintance instead. It was the person she hated the most in this 

world. The one who had taken everything that was meant for her. 

With a murderous gaze on her face, "Eirwen Night!!! You are... still ...fucking alive!!" exclaimed Bela in 

envy and rage. With her maids helping her move up from the dirty ground, her glaring eyes were locked 

on Eirwen. She started screaming hysterically like a crazy woman. 

Adrienne and Lucien's eyes turned icy at her reaction and glaring. 

"Unrepentant!" said Adrienne. 

Lucien spoke, "Indeed... No one here wants you and you... are so annoying. I will have Araysh sell you to 

the brothel later." 

"Hmph! No need to waste time. Let me." said Adrienne with a single wave of his hand Lady Laurel 

disappeared on the spot. No one knew where she was thrown to by Adrienne. 



Eirwen asked, "Where did you throw her?" 

"At the brothel in the Cloud Empire. I left a note. They would be sending the money to our place 

afterwards as I left a message with that thing." replied Adrienne. 

Lucien spoke, "Hm? I guess I better heal her wound except for her broken hands and legs. Those aren't 

needed to serve her new clients anyway." 

"Haha~ that's better," said Eirwen. 

With just the whims of these three Gods Bela Laurel who is originally chosen to have the main role in 

this world ends up like that in the end. Her ending in this lifetime is worse than her previous life. Well, 

the choices were made by her, the ending is something she could only sow on her own. 

Chapter 269: 7.65 Second Violet Star - Not Human 

The situation had returned to normal the moment Bela Laurel was out of the picture. Her maids from 

before had all run away after witnessing these two drop-dead gorgeous men attacking their former lady 

as if not treating her as a human being. They were both ruthless and had no mercy. Only when looking 

at the exquisite lady? in a white dress do their eyes soften with emotions. They weren't lucky enough to 

receive those hot, sentimental gazes from handsome men like this twin. 

By the time Araysh and the others finished the renovations for their rooms and their lords' rooms, they 

finally appeared at the garden intending to call everyone inside. But upon their arrival in the garden, the 

traces of divine energy, an obviously unnatural broken tree, few drops of blood, and human-made 

scratches on the soil below their feet are enough proof that something big had happened here just now. 

Not only that, the third prince of Kingdom Hart had come over to welcome his brother and apparently 

appeared here with the intention of watching the show. He knew about the seduction plan Lady Laurel 

had planned to do. He wanted to see whether she was able to accomplish her plans properly. 

But he had never expected to be welcomed by this clear scene of a struggle for life. Just the traces of 

blood and finger scratches on the soil are enough proof of what happened here. Not only that, the 

presence of Bela Laurel's existence is nowhere to be found. It's either she was killed and her body was 

erased or she was thrown away somewhere far from here. 

Of course! It was not only Elliot Hart who had noticed these things. Among them, Araysh and Neige, who 

knew too well how short-tempered their bosses are, could pretty much guess what happened. As 

outsiders from the Nether System, they were also informed about the world's original plots of the star 

they've entered. They already knew what kind of woman Bela Laurel is. Her whole profile can be 

explained in a few words. Schemer and a Bitch. Now that she has gone the world should have become 

quieter now. 

The Grand Knight, Akim, and the High elf Priest, Sian, think the same thoughts. They were definitely 

unhappy with someone like Lady Laurel in such a sacred place like this temple that serves the Gods. 

After letting the third prince entourage in this place, they had also met his people, one of them is Lady 

Laurel. 



This is an extravagant woman who keeps complaining about dust and food. She is also weak-willed to 

scream at the sight of monsters, almost getting the other deaths due to her causing the monsters and 

demons to notice their location. 

High elf Priest Sian had to create a formation to keep the area soundproof from the space outside the 

barrier surrounding the temple. All changes at the temple were closely related to her. Now she is gone 

for good things in this temple would be easier to maintain than when she is around. Sian only needs one 

more reason to send away the other useless person, the third prince, Elliot Hart. 

This third prince is very unlike his elder brother. He is a coward and except for his family, there is 

nothing much of him. He doesn't know how to fight for the sake of his own kingdom. He only knew how 

to save himself. Complicate with others instead. He is a failure of a prince. 

Araysh and Neige went to their lords and said, "My Lords, the rooms are now prepared. Please let this 

one escort the lords to their rooms." 

Lucien spoke, "That's better. We will take a rest until dinner. Honey, let's go~," he said as he and 

Adrienne supported their lover to stand. 

Adrienne said, "It is better to send the dinner to our room later. As the same as before, we are only here 

to observe and would not get involved in your battles. If you have some questions you may approach 

Araysh and Neige." 

Viktor and Sian accepted Adrienne's words like it's a heaven's decree. They've lowered their heads in 

agreement with his words. 

"As you wish, Venerable Lord!" 

Akim on the other hand was still bewildered by such an event. Unlike Sian, he had only felt a dangerous 

aura from the carriage one and thought that he was feeling something only for it to completely be gone. 

So he wasn't so sure what kind of beings the three men were in front of him. 

Meanwhile, the ignored third prince is angered after being ignored. As a member of the royal family, he 

is used to having all attention to himself. After he was treated like air in the presence of Adrienne, 

Lucien, and Eirwen, this third prince felt he was being looked down upon. 

Since he had treated an otherworlder like Bela Laurel lower than himself, he felt that his authority is also 

above Angela Evans and Eirwen Night. 

Elliot Hart spoke out of nowhere, "Why... Why are you listening to these men!? I do not feel aura nor 

mana on them! They are just ordinary people! Brother, have you finally lost your mind!?" his finger was 

still pointing at the three gods without knowing his actions had definitely offended them. 

Viktor with an extremely ugly expression on his face reprimanded his younger brother regardless of the 

location. 

"What are you doing!? So rude?! Lower your hand this instant!!!" exclaimed the crown prince of Hart. 

He wanted to pull Elliot's hand down himself when he felt someone grab his clothing from behind 

preventing him from leaving. When he turned around he saw his future wife's face drained of blood too 

pale looking at someone with eyes full of fear! 



Viktor Hart felt dread in his heart as the direction Angela is staring is where the Venerable Lords are. As 

he expected, when he turned around he saw Lord Adrienne's golden eyes turning icy as a black mist 

spread coming from him instantly covering the whole mortal realm. 

The darkness had swallowed the sun and night had fallen within the realm. Everything in the world was 

suddenly covered by darkness and the living around them slowly fades turning to black ashes devoid of 

life. 

Adrienne's golden inhuman eyes were the only thing noticeable in that dark world. Elliot, who was the 

target of those eyes, was trembling badly with unknown fear. Now he realized what kind of being he had 

offended. The cruelest God in Aerd. He who governs all dark things in the two planes, the God of 

Darkness, Adrienne. 

Adrienne's words were spoken with a voice of indifference as he looked down on the third prince of the 

Kingdom's Hart. "Rude thing! This is the first in this Lord's life that a mere bug like you dare to point at 

this lord. You really don't know your place mortal." 

Every human had toppled down on the ground as they've felt that heavy aura which makes them unable 

to breathe. Among the people in the area, the only unaffected ones were Eirwen and Lucien who were 

intentionally left uninvolved by Adrienne. Even Araysh and Neige had fallen to one knee in the presence 

of his overbearing aura. 

Akim who was pressed on the ground like everyone else, "H-Heavy!? Urg~" 

"M-My respected V-Venerable Lord. Mercy... Please spare us!" pleads Sian. 

Elliot in a state of disbelief as his eyes were swimming around in shock, "H-He... is not... Human!? A-A 

God!!?" Then he noticed Eirwen unaffected standing beside that terrible man. There's an amused smile 

on his face as if he was watching a play unfold before him. 

These thoughts were clouded by fear but still able to see Eirwen's face in the midst of his panic. Seeing 

him holding the hands of the twins who are most likely Gods like him. The third prince thought that he 

found a way out. He wanted to approach Eirwen Night but treated him the way he does towards Bela 

Laurel. His words were spoken as if he was talking to someone lower than him. 

"Eirwen Night? Good. You are here! Talk to those men. Tell them that I didn't do it on purpose. I didn't 

even know they were Gods. You were summoned here by my family, right? I have the right to order you 

as we are the ones who brought you here! Talk to them." said Elliot what he didn't know was that when 

the others heard his words, the eyes of the other were widened in disbelief and shocked. 

They couldn't believe how a mere human prince like this talks to a God-like Eirwen Night. Even then the 

Crown Prince forgot to control his emotion and showed a face of shock, disgust, and disbelief 

altogether. He couldn't believe what his younger brother was doing. Not even their father, King Argus, 

had treated Lord Night that way even in the very beginning. 

He was respectful to the summoned people as they were the ones at fault for bringing them into their 

world without permission but what is this right now. Does his younger brother see the otherworlder as 

people who are supposed to serve him? Is this how he interacts with Lady Laurel!? No wonder that lady 

had gone beyond control and hated their kingdom. 



Angela murmurs, "What is he doing? Didn't he know that Eirwen-ge is already a God!? Such arrogance! 

Brother Lou and Brother Addie would definitely not forgive him this time, he dares to talk like that to 

Eirwen-ge!?" 

Viktor and the rest heard her ramblings and thought that the third prince ending would definitely not be 

a good one. Just by looking at the three lords, it is clear that the one in the middle had the most 

important position among them, these three were lovers and the handsome twins clearly revolve 

around the beautiful being. 

Sian and Akim's thoughts, 'We are more surprised that you are able to call the lords names and call them 

brothers!!?' 

Elliot Hart keeps talking, "Are you listening to me, Eirwen Night!?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝔪 

This time the casual expression on Lucien and Adrienne's faces is completely gone. They were staring at 

the third prince with offended expressions on their faces. Their smile was gone and only anger could be 

seen on their faces. 

Lucien started cursing regardless of his standing as God, "This motherfucker..." 

"Don't kill him too fast, Lou!" said Adrienne. 

Lucien clicked his tongue and responded, "Hell yeah! I won't! He should be killed slowly. The more 

painful the better." 

Then they remembered that their lovely darling was standing in between them, remembering the 

threats and curses they've spoken about just now, the twin was suddenly afraid that their beloved 

wouldn't like them anymore. But when they've moved their heads to look at their beloved they only see 

an entertained and amused smile on his pretty face. Obviously, he is enjoying the show. 

Adrienne asked, "You're not... afraid?" 

"With what?" asked Eirwen with a confused expression on his face. 

Lucien answered, "Us... We are not scary like this to you, honey?" 

"Hahaha~ are you making me laugh? Why would I be afraid? It's not like the one you're angry with is 

with me? But if you are going to torture him do it outside the barrier, except for this trash the rest are 

innocent." 

The twins' mood had turned for the better when they heard those words from their beloved. Lucien 

openly showed his joy by hugging his honey and giving a kiss on his cheeks. After a while, Adrienne 

separates them and kisses him on his forehead. 

Adrienne with a small smile on the corner of his face, "We will be back soon." 

"Okay~ be back before dinner," said Eirwen. 

After bidding farewell to their beloved the twins grabbed the third prince and disappeared in thin air. 

The night had retreated as the twin left and the day once again returned to normal. The overwhelming 



pressure from before had faded as well, giving some relief to the rest of the people who were almost 

forced to kiss the ground by the angered gods. 

Eirwen flashed a mischievous smile at them and said, "Viktor, Angie you should almost take a rest. Our 

journey to this place is tiring even for you both." 

Viktor and Angela responded, "Yes, Brother Eirwen." 

"Araysh, Neige is enough to show me the room. Leave the rest to you here," said Eirwen. 

Araysh responded politely as before, "As you wish, Lord Night." 

After Neige escorted Eirwen Night to his room, those who were left behind took a deep breath to calm 

their out-of-control heartbeats. They were scared to death just now. The pressure of two furious Gods is 

enough to end this plane. 

Sian murmured, "No wonder Gods don't live in the lands of mortals." 

Chapter 270: 7.66 Second Violet Star - Dark and Light Factions 

Lucien and Adrienne had taken away the rude mortal who dared to talk down on their beloved. No one 

knew where they'd brought him over but when the two Gods returned to the temple before dinner they 

were both covered in both and went to the front door. The guards stationed at the gates almost didn't 

let them inside until Sian, Akim and Araysh had personally welcomed the twins by the door. 

Lucien, "Whew~ That was stress-relieving ba~" 

"That thing was never a good thing right from the beginning. The Hart Clan's bloodline mutated after 

years and deviant ones like that could even exist..." said Adrienne. 

His words cause the face of the current crown prince of the Hart family to pale. Having the dislike of a 

God is enough to condemn someone's family to be obliterated. 

Lucien, "Addie you can't say that. It was the Hart Family who brought our darling over in this world. 

Without them, meeting honey would not happen. It's normal to find poisonous crops among the good 

ones~" 

"The only reason they still exist is because of that. If they push it one more time then I would no longer 

be forgiving," said Adrienne. 

Araysh had greeted his lords' return, "Welcome back, Lord Lucien, Lord Adrienne. In your room, Lord 

Night had been waiting patiently for the lords to come home. Right now, Neige was there to accompany 

Lord Night for a while. The dinner would be served soon. Would the lords eat in the room?" 

"Send it in~ We'll eat together with my honey~" replies Lucien. 

Adrienne looked around and saw the others looking at them only to immediately lower their heads 

when he met his gaze, "After sending the dinner, no need to get worried about us. Just be serious and 

prepare for tomorrow's meeting. Now that the demons were supported by a different God their 

strengths would be different than normal. When they had my blessing their strength increased but they 

have the weakness of light elements. I did this intentionally to keep the balance. Now that they were 



being supported by a different God their weakness would be different. Just remember one thing. Avel is 

the God of the wind." 

Afterward, the twins took their leave with Araysh escorting them to the room where Eirwen had been 

waiting for them to return. Those who were left behind had looked at each other. They've never 

expected the God of Darkness who is notorious for hating humans to be given a piece of advice that can 

cause them to increase their advantage towards their enemies. 

--- 

Early the next morning, the diplomatic team continued to set off. Their journey only lasted for a few 

days until they finally reached the borders where they would be meeting the demon's representative.  

Only been a few months since Viktor and Angela had returned to the borders the last time they went 

here. That time they left this place bringing home victory for the whole faction. That was the first time 

they won the war and defended their land. It was after that event, that the name of Viktor Hart and 

Angela Evans had become well known. 

The last time the war had a breakthrough the lands at the border were left in complete ruins. After 

winning the war the towns had been revived and even though the still danger was not far from them, 

the former ruin lands were now back to normal. Passing through the towns even though the borders 

were still livable the surroundings were still full of demons, it was thanks to the light mages stationed on 

the border that purifying the towns kept the balance, and stabilized the situation. 

Sian looks around at the border that was stabilized and well constructed. Though there are more 

soldiers and knights than commoners, in the land of the border near the boundaries between the two 

territories this is normal. 

"Prince, Princess, you had really done well the last time. When this old man had last visited this place 

there were no towns or buildings around here. Moreover, there are more dead bodies than living 

beings. After winning the last battle our side was finally able to breathe a short relief. As long as we 

defeat them in the next incoming war we should be able to kick them all out of the mortal plane." said 

Sian. 

Viktor spoke, "Don't worry, Senior. Viktor will do his best to bring back the peace our land originally 

possessed." 

"We believe that you both can!" said Sian and Akim. 

Originally, they needed to pass a few more cities before they reached the initial location for the meeting 

place but since they were welcomed by some at the gates they had no other choice but to drop by at 

the home who held the highest authority of this place. The one who was left at the border to protect the 

boundary is someone from the Cloud Empire. They were already informed ahead of time about the 

arrival of the human side's representative but that isn't the real reason why they welcomed the group 

with such excitement. 

This is because they had learned from the private message from their regent that one of the guests 

coming over to the borders are special beings. They were informed that gods were coming over this is 

the real reason for their enthusiastic reaction. They were welcomed by a general from the Cloud Empire. 



General Yin is a stern-looking warrior with a cold face but his personality is friendly. Those who met him 

for the first time would definitely fear his appearance but only those who know this tight-lipped man 

know how kind-hearted this stern-looking man is. He is a person who likes to protect those weaker than 

him. 

"Welcome Esteemed Guests. Yin comes over and escorts you to the location for the meeting. The other 

side hasn't arrived yet but we have thoroughly checked the venue and at this moment we haven't found 

anything yet." reported General Yin to the oldest person in the group which is Sian. 

Sian spoke, "Good work, General Yin. You have worked hard. Even just for today, leave the rest to us." 

"Yin, you can take a rest for the day. I will let my people do the patrol for today," said Akim. 

General Yin was delighted by this vacation. It might only be just one day but for someone who had their 

guard up 24/7, this rest is enough for them to calm down their nervousness. 

"Thank you, Senior Akim. I will take a rest after I make the final preparations. But please allow us to 

protect you during the meeting. We will give you our all!" said General Yin. 

"Please leave it to us. I will make sure that the demons won't take advantage of our side," said Viktor. 

General Yin smiled a bit as he pats the young crown prince's shoulder as if showing his full support. To 

them Viktor Hart and the Saintess, Angela Evans were their newest generation of heroes. They are 

saviors who save their kind. 

"You did your best. But do not overwork yourself. If you need my help just tell this old man. I would 

definitely support you as long as you need my help." said the General. 

Viktor Hart accepted all this senior's report, "I will ask senior's help if needed." 

This afternoon the designated meeting had started when the representative from the demon side had 

arrived. The one who came to negotiate with them was an elder from the demon clan. In his hand, he 

held a skull wand, this thing gave away an eerie feeling as if the skull itself was from a human skull, his 

slender and dark eyes swept through the crowd and finally stopped Viktor and Angela from the crowd of 

humans. 

Following behind him were a few demons whose faces are covered completely by a huge cape hiding 

their appearance. This is not only on the side of the demon race, the human side had some people 

hiding their faces observing the situation happening in the location. These people were Eirwen, Lucien, 

and Adrienne. Araysh and Neige were on standby just in case some demon dared to make a move. 

The demon elder spoke, "I heard that the Saintess has already cleared out our demon magic around the 

borders as soon as you've returned, originally I did not believe it, but now I am half convinced seeing 

that this old man is welcomed by such purified air around this land." 

"Whether you believe it or not, you can only check it with your eyes. If your skin is burned by the left-

behind holy aura doesn't that mean that it was real? Let us directly get to the topic." Viktor had already 

dealt with this demon elder before on the battlefield and knew that he was quite difficult to handle. 



The demon elder let out a strange and unpleasant laugh. "The great prince no... is he a hero now... You 

really did not change a bit but it seems that the other prince is missing. I wonder what happened to the 

third prince?" 

As soon as the demon elder came he first started to provoke their relationship. Viktor's expression 

changed, he could understand the meaning of the demon elder's words, no one didn't know how 

cowardly Elliot had acted during the last war. This third brother had prioritized his life above all which 

led to many warriors and soldier's deaths in the end. 

"I do not think that the elder had the authority to worry about the business of my family's relationship. 

But this prince can tell you one thing, my third brother is now gone, after he had offended someone he 

wasn't supposed to, he had received a divine punishment which ended his life. You have less than one 

person to worry about. Are you a happy elder?" 

The demon elder lost his smiling expression. "Hmp! Who cares who lives and dies on your side? In the 

end, it will be our race who will be the winner in the end!" 

Meanwhile, Eirwen who was secretly watching the people behind the elder demon felt the familiar 

presence of Mayim's soul. It is faint but that child's soul is definitely in the mortal plane which is 

supposed to be impossible. 

He could only task his system to check the identities of the men behind the demon elder, "Yue, check 

who were those men that came with this elder demon? I have a feeling that one of them is someone 

who isn't supposed to be here." 

[Affirmative, Host. System Yue will now run down a search within the room and collect the data needed. 

Collection in progress. 30%.... 50%... 90%... Ding! Collection Completed! 

Among the people who were standing behind the demon elder, One is a Demon General and three are 

high ranking fallen soldiers. The last person is Sovereign Avel. He had descended in this plane after the 

Demon and the Fallen races had completed the ritual to call him to their world. He had just arrived a few 

days after the demon king had sent the letter to the light faction. The reason Lord Lucien and Lord 

Adrienne didn't notice him is because the soul of Mayim is covering their presence. Only the host who is 

quite sensitive to the aura of others can point him out.] 

"Hm~ no wonder he feels so confident that he wouldn't be caught," Eirwen murmured with an amused 

smile on his face. 

The conversation exchanged between the elder demon and Hero Viktor turns thorny as it continues, 

they've truly hated one another without any question. 

The demon elder asked, "Our king had sent a message. We wanted you to surrender Eirwen Night so 

this war would be stopped as you weaklings wish too!" 

Akim was angered by the words this demon had said and really wanted to pull out his sword to behead 

this rude mongrel. 

"YOU!!!" But unfortunately, his close friend stopped him. 



Sian spoke, "Our side indeed received the letter but... we never had any intention to..." his words were 

suddenly cut off when a slender yet cold hand landed on his back. 

A melodic voice was heard near his ears though the tone sounded icy, "Leave it to me." It was Eirwen 

Night's voice. 

Lucien and Adrienne grabbed his arms intending to stop him, they truly didn't want to let their beloved 

come over and revealed himself. Even though they knew that their other half is strong they still aren't 

willing to let him be in danger. 

Eirwen giggles only for a moment, he pats his lovers' hands with a coaxing feeling and said, "It's fine~ I 

would definitely be okay~" 

Only then did the twin let go of him reluctantly. He steps into the crowd and walks towards the front 

where Viktor is confronting the demon elder. After stopping in the middle of the two factions, Eirwen 

Night removes the hood hiding his face and reveals his appearance. The people from both factions were 

taken aback by his unworldly and divine beauty that could even beat those well-known goddesses like 

the former goddess of fire, Adara, and Ertha, the goddess of the earth. 

A mischievous smile sprouted from the corner of his cerise lips as he stared at the demons on the other 

side. But his eyes linger longer at the hidden figure of Avel among the demons. 

"I am Eirwen Night. The person who guys wanted to see," said Eirwen. 

 


